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INTRODUCTION 
The unit operation of adsorption is one of the most 
interesting of the many techniques used by chemical engineers 
to effect the separation of multicomnonent streams. Intensive 
study of adsorption, however, was not undertaken until 
recently and the word is often misunderstood to mean absorp­
tion. So a distinction between the two should be made before 
going into a more detailed explanation of the present topic. 
Unlike absorption, the adsorbing media which is employed 
in adsorption comes in the form of solid pellets or beads and 
is called the adsorbent. Therefore, a great deal of attrition 
loss would be anticipated if we were to follow the practice of 
absorption closely by transporting the adsorbent up and down 
the adsorber (21) as we do with the liquid absorption media. 
In order to avoid the attrition loss as well as other 
mechanical difficulties encountered in circulating the adsorb­
ent, the adsorptive separation is most often carried out in a 
fixed bed. One such example which has been employed for a 
long time is the use of gas masks to adsorb harmful gases in 
the air. A closely connected recent innovation of course is 
the charcoal portion of the filter tip in a cigarette. 
The examples given so far bear the common feature of 
once-through operation. In other words, the saturated char­
coal adsorbents are discarded once the bed becomes fully 
loaded with the components that were to be eliminated. The 
/ '  
maximum amou/f't of the adsorbing compound, referred to as the 
adsorbate, 'which-can be" taken up by the adsorbent in this 
manner can be found from the adsorption isotherm. The adsorp­
tion isotherm it;, a relationship between the partial pressure 
of adsorbate j,n the gas phase and the amount adsorbed by the 
solid phase at a given temperature. The isotherms for the 
present system are shown in Figure 3. Thus, it is easy to see 
that t^e amount of adsorbents required becomes larger as the 
amount of adsorbate increases. In fact, this is the main 
reason why adsorption has been more or less exclusively 
applied to trace removal problems where a reasonable amount of 
adsorbent can treat a large quantity of feed stream. A single 
adsorber could be used for a considerable length of time, and 
while one is on stream, another could be subjected to a regen­
eration where the adsorbates were driven off by raising the 
bed temperature. This process of thermal regeneration usually 
takes a considerable time but, of course, is no problem if the 
time is available. 
Soon people began to apply the technique to bulk separa­
tion of multicomponent systems in which all the constituents 
are present in large amounts. Under these conditions the 
regeneration time indeed becomes a problem since the fixed bed 
becomes saturated in a rather short period of time. In fact, 
it is not hard to see that faster regeneration can increase 
the process capacity considerably for a given amount of the 
adsorbent. 
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Thus, out of necessity, the so-called "pressure swing" 
(as opposed to the conventional "thermal swing") cycle (5) was 
devised. In this scheme, the fact that a larger amount of 
adsorbate can be adsorbed under higher partial pressure of the 
given component, is utilized. The adsorption stroke can be 
carried out at a relatively high pressure, while the regenera­
tion is accomplished by merely depressurizing (blowing down) 
the loaded bed to a lower pressure. Additional removal of 
adsorbate, if required, can be accomplished by purging the bed 
with a gas that contains a lower concentration of adsorbate 
than that in the voids of the bed. Quite often the purge gas 
is obtained by recycling a portion of the product. The so-
called "displacement desorption" (5) can also be used in 
principle but the economics of this approach are usually 
unfavorable. 
For a continuous plant a multiple fixed bed system can be 
used in which each bed goes through a particular arrangement 
of the adsorption-desorption combination while the overall 
unit functions as a continuous plant where the feed and the 
upgraded product streams flow in and out continuously. 
Adsorptive séparation, therefore, is a process which may 
compete with or supplement other mass transfer operations. As 
an example, consider the removal of CO2 in reforming natural 
gas to produce hydrogen. Adsorption can be used to completely 
replace the monoethanolamine absorption system or used in 
series with the absorbers to effect the final purification. 
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The method could also be considered when a system with an 
azeotropic equilibrium relationship is encountered, provided 
that the components exhibit large enough relative adsorptivi-
ties. 
One needs to know the transfer process rather thoroughly 
to make an intelligent choice between all of the available • 
separation techniques and one of the objectives of the present 
work is an endeavor toward this end. The mathematical method 
in the simulation necessarily then must include as many para­
meters as possible which the experiments conducted in the past 
have shown to be of importance. Some of these are the fluid 
velocity, adsorbent size, non-linearity of the equilibrium 
isotherms and the generation of energy due to the heat of 
adsorption. 
Transfer coefficients are also required to characterize 
the rate with which the transport is being carried out, and 
these values must be determined for the system of interest. 
Once this is done, a design engineer should be able to predict 
the transients in concentrations, temperatures and flow rates 
as a function of position and time elapsed at any point within 
the bed or at the exit end. 
The present study does not include adsorption dynamics 
with varying pressure such as blowdown or pressurization. The 
work, however, does deal with the realistic situation of non­
uniform initial and boundary conditions that are generated in 
the course of a cyclic operation. This kind of work has not 
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been done to any great extent. 
The inclusion of non-linear isotherms also can not be 
overemphasized since the equilibrium relationships in most 
bulk separations, and even most trace removal problems, are 
seldom linear. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Two thorough literature surveys on the subject have been 
written by Vermeulen (23) and Lightfoot (12). The first 
emphasizes the fact that the unit operations of ion exchange 
and adsorption are very similar while the second discusses 
chromatographic sepa^aLion as a closely allied subject of 
adsorption. 
The paper by Hougen and Marshall (8) is one of the 
earlier papers on the subject of adsorption. It contains a 
high degree of rigor. An analytical solution is presented for 
the case of isothermal adsorption with a linear equilibrium 
relationship. And for the convenience of the design engineer, 
dimensionless graphs to predict adsorbate concentration in the 
gas and solid phases are also included. The rate constant 
necessary to use these plots is first expressed in terms of 
the height of a transfer unit, which is correlated with the 
particle Reynold's number and the Schmidt number in the tradi­
tional j-factor fashion. For the non-linear isotherm case, 
the analytical closed form solution cannot be obtained in 
general, and a graphical solution is outlined. 
The approach of Hougen and Marshall is rather cumbersome 
and, in fact, a mechanical device to reduce the trial and 
error type of effort is suggested to accomplish the task. As 
an extension, the applicability of the technique to the case 
of non-isothermal adsorption is also mentioned but not 
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analyzed to any great extent. Also, no attempt tas made to 
analyze the bulk adsorption which would have given rise to an 
additional partial differential equation. 
Van Arsdel (22) studied through-flow drying in, the low 
moisture range. This is the first paper to discusr the solu­
tion of a similar problem by a computer. The fact that the 
work deals with the non-isothermal system is also significant. 
Unfortunately, however, the rate expression is expressed in 
terms of an experimentally obtained plot and it is very diffi­
cult to see what type of transport mechanism is postulated. 
The article is a natural extension of the work of Hougen and 
Marshall (8) and succeeds in mechanizing the calculation. 
After Van Arsdel, a novel approach was taken by Hagerty 
(7) who applied the method of characteristics to the solution 
of the system of hyperbolic partial differential equations. 
The isotherms used are of Langmuir and the Freundlich type. 
Most of the work up to that time dealt with a linear isotherm. 
However, the work is limited to an isothermal operation and 
this limits its application to dilute systems only. A consid­
erable amount of computation results are presented for a wide 
range of values of the isotherm constants. 
The case of non-isothermal adsorption with high gas phase 
concentration has been discussed by Acrivos (1) but with a 
much less detailed analysis than that of Hagerty (7). 
Although the work of Deans and Lapidus (6) does not directly 
deal with adsorption, it is significant because they treated a 
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fixed bed as a complex combination of small mixing vessels 
where the incoming gases are perfectly mixed before issuing 
into the next pockets of void volume. As will be shown later, 
this concept can be applied to adsorption. 
More recently, Masamune and Smith (14) made a detailed 
study of adsorption kinetics with a linear isotherm and Tien 
and Thodos (20) analyzed a system with a Freundlich type iso­
therm. Both studies, however, were for isothermal operation 
with constant initial and boundary conditions. 
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The present work deals with the analysis of unsteady 
state adsorption at constant pressure. As such, the work is 
applicable to the constant pressure steps in pressure swing 
adsorption processes as well as to thermal swing processes. 
The end result of the analysis is to be able to predict the 
changes in concentration, temperature and flow rates that are 
observed during a process. Some of the independent variables 
are the types of adsorbents used, the diameter of the adsorb­
ent particles and the flow rate at the inlet of the bed. 
Once the problem has been formulated, a solution of the 
system of differential equations must be found which conforms 
to the given set of boundary and initial conditions. It is 
very important at this point to state that the boundary and 
initial conditions encountered in the pressure swing process 
are quite different from the conditions employed in classical 
adsorption analysis. Recall, for example, that tlie initial 
conditions of the thermal swing process are usually such that 
the initial loading and the temperature within the bed prior 
to the introduction of the feed are uniform with respect to 
the bed length. The boundary conditions are also usually 
simple in the sense that the feed composition, temperature and 
flow rate are constant at the inlet. 
Now consider the adsorption step in the pressure swing 
process. Suppose that the bed has just been pressurized by 
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the feed after a desorption step. The inert carrier gas tends 
to concentrate on the far end from the inlet while the adsorb-
ate gas is retained near the inlet during pressurization step. 
Therefore, the initial condition of the bed is never uniform 
for this cyclic operation. Difficulty also arises during 
purging (desorbing) of the bed at low pressure with the first 
portion of gas that is being blown down from another bed. The 
purge gas that enters the bed is not constant in either its 
composition or its temperature. This arbitrariness in the 
initial and the boundary conditions makes it necessary to 
adopt a numerical approach rather than to attempt a solution 
in closed form. 
There is no difficulty in stating the initial and boundary 
values on the length and the time axes since these are known, 
no matter how arbitrary they may be. A more difficult and 
important problem is the derivation of governing equations 
which are sound enough to predict the transients in the bed at 
any given point at any time. In doing this, the first 
approach will be to derive the equations in a classic way. In 
this method the partial differential equations are written by 
assuming the packed bed to be a homogeneous continuum. In 
other words, the assumption is made that the fluid phase and 
the solid phase are separated by a clean boundary as shown in 
Figure 1. This approach will be called the "continuum" model. 
The second approach, which is quite closely related to 
the first, is to regard the fixed bed as an assembly of many 
Figure 1. Material balance of the continuum model 
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perfectly stirred mixing vessels which have the same cross 
sectional area of flow as the original adsorber while the 
length of the vessel is the length of the average adsorbent 
pellet or bead. This single vessel will be called a stage and 
the resulting model will be called the "finite stage" model. 
This is also depicted in Figure 2. A similar analysis has 
been applied to a reactor system by Deans and Lapidus (6). 
The Governing Equations of the Continuum Model 
As in most problems in chemical engineering, the formula­
tion begins with the examination of mass, energy and momentum 
balances. The pressure drop in usual adsorption processes is 
small compared to the feed or purge stream pressure. The 
pressure drop for a typical case might be 0.3 psi/ft. There­
fore in this analysis the momentum balance will be neglected. 
The following material balances can be written for the 
adsorbing component and for the total stream. 
^  Mpvy)  ^  ^  3(py)  +  ,  9w 
- e -
3x at 3t 
3 (pv)  _  , 3p  ^  _ 3w 
+ Pb^T- (1) 
331 - "Tt" " ^b-Tt + Px-^ (2) 
The first terms of these equations contain (pv) within 
the parenthesis. The reason for this is that bulk adsorption 
is being considered and the flow rate cannot be taken as con­
stant with respect to the bed length. 
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An energy balance for the system produces two equations, 
one for the gas phase and one for the solid phase. 
= .-ilEHL. ,3, 
aw 3T 
5ïr-' - = "b^s-Tt— 
The transfer of the adsorbate from the gas phase to the 
solid adsorbent takes place with a finite rate, and the 
following rate expression is employed in the present study 
although other expressions c&n also be postulated as shown in 
Appendix A. 
° kaip^y-pty*) (5) 
In the linear expression of the driving force above, the 
quantity (p^y*) is the partial pressure which would be in 
equilibrium with the existing solid loading and the adsorbent 
temperature. This quantity, when related in a quantitative 
manner is known as an "adsorption isotherm" which is equiva­
lent to the vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship in 
distillation analysis. The question of equilibrium isotherms 
will be discussed later in more detail. For the present the 
relationship can be stated in a general way as shown below. 
p^y* = f(w,Tg) (6) 
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It will also be shown later that some of the well-known 
isotherm equations such as the Freundlich and Langmuir equa­
tions are not quite sufficient in studying the present system 
with wide ranges of temperature and partial pressure. 
Equations 1 through 6 then represent the unsteady state 
equations which must be solved to satisfy the following bound­
ary and initial conditions. 
w = f 1 (x) 
when t = 0 (7) 
Tg = f z M  
y  =  f g f t )  
v = fit(t) at X = 0 (8) 
T = f5(t) 
In concluding this section, it might be added that the 
process variables which are of most interest to the design 
engineer are the gas phase concentration and the flow rate. 
The Governing Equations of the Finite Stage Model 
In the second approach the fixed bed is regarded as a 
series of well stirred adsorber elements. The governing 
equations then can be written in terms of the previously 
derived equations merely by replacing the dx by a finite 
length of the stage L. The following five equations, which 
are equivalent to the first five equations of the previous 
sections, are then obtained. 
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-  pvye =  Lp dw b dt + Le 
d (py) 
dt (9) 
PiV.e -  pve  =  Lp 
dw 
b dt -  V LE-
dp 
dt (10) 
ePiV^Ui + eJp^v^ - (pveu + eJp^v) + ahL(T^-T) - uL(p^ ) 
= EL (11) 
. du dT 
TiF) - ^ h(VT) = (12) 
= ka(p^y-p^y*) (13) 
The equilibrium relationship of Equation 6 also applies 
here while the boundary condition of Equation 8 applies to the 
first stage in the series. The initial conditions which must 
be specified in each stage prior to the solution can be 
obtained from the initial condition of Equation 7. One may 
add that this is precisely how an analog computer approaches 
the solution of partial differential equations. 
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DEVELOP^IENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The Continuum Model 
The equations so far developed are quite general. Such 
quantities as the internal energy and the gas density can be 
reduced to a more readily measurable variable such as the 
temperature. By expanding the equations and recombining them, 
one can also simplify the equations so that the succeeding 
numerical approximations are handled with fewer terms. The 
expansion of Equation 3 and the use of the overall balance of 
Equation 2 give 
3 (p. v) 
cJ + atXT^-T) (14) 
The substitution of the following three relations 
du (15) 
3u (16) 
V (17) 
and the overall material balance into Equation 14 give a more 
useful form of the gas phase energy balance which is 
20 
+ ^1#-) + =h(T^-T, + -1^ = 0 ,18, 
For the solid phase energy balance, the differential heat 
of adsorption is defined by Young (25) as 
3u 
(-AHIg = (19) 
In the above expression (AH)^ is a negative quantity and 
therefore (-AH)^ is always positive. Young (25) also suggests 
that the difference between the differential and the isosteric 
heat of adsorption is very small. But since the latter 
quantity is readily obtained from the adsorption isotherm, the 
isosteric heat of adsorption will be used and will be desig­
nated simply as (AH). Equation 4 then becomes 
3T 
+ ah(T^-T)  +  =  °  '20)  
A straightforward expansion of Equations 1 and 2 also 
gives 
(21) 
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The quantities in parentheses in Equations 18, 21 and 22 
can be regarded as essentially the rearranged form of the sub­
stantial or material derivative (2,3,18) which is 
° ^ (23) 
Dt E 3x  at 
Therefore, if an observer rides with a fluid element at 
the entrance of the bed, the operator of Equation 23 is the 
proper expression to indicate the change in the operated 
quantities which he observes. In the present case an equi­
valent operator will be defined 
D _ a e a (24) 
Dx ax  V a t  
e 
To simplify the final equations it will also be useful to 
define the following quantities. 
AQ = ah(Tg-T) 
AM = p aw b at 
(25) 
( 2 6 )  
Then the use of Equations 24, 25 and 26 in Equations 18, 20, 
21 and 22 gives 
<27) 
22 
DT 1 . JPt'M 
i—(4Q + Ï ) (28) 
Dx PCpVe 
. _ .M (29, 
9x p pCpT pZCpT 
3 m 
s  _  _  A O  +  ( - A H ) A M  ( 3 0 )  
Pb^s PbCs 
which must be solved in conjunction with 
9w AM ka 
3t Pb Pb (PtY-Pty') (311 
AQ = ha(Tg-T) (25) 
P^y* = f(w,Tg) (6) 
The differentiation of (D/Dx) is carried out along a path 
where the following relation is satisfied (1) 
^ (32) 
dx V 
e 
The equation containing the gas density can then be 
modified by introducing the ideal gas law. 
Pt 
P = (33, 
23 
Introduction of the following definitions will cause all 
of the quantities to become dimensionless. 
- ^e - T - "^s Pt V = -^7— , T = -TS , = -7F— ' P = 
Vo '  To '  s  To '  • Po  
(34) 
w = — , X = —-— , t = ^ 
Wo Xo tn 
where Xo is chosen to satisfy the relation xg = Voto-
Introduction of these quantities also gives rise to vari­
ous groups of constants which can be defined as 
Y = 
a = 
RTqXO 
PqVO 
ToCp 
ToPbCs 
to 
WqPk 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
Thus, the following equations 
= .(y_i)_IA^ (39) 
Dx p V 
DT 
Dx 
= e (AQ + TQJRTAM) 
p ^ 
(40) 
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hold along the paths 
dt _ e 
dx V 
Similarly Equations 29 and 30 become 
M2) 
3x Cp p p 
at 
(41) 
3T 
® = Y[(-AH)AM-AQ] (43) 
The dimensionless rate equations are 
AM = kapo(py-py*) (44) 
= oAM (45) 
at 
Finally, Equations 25 and 6 become 
AQ = haTo(Tg-T) (46) 
y* = f(w,Tg) at constant p . (47) 
The Equations 39 through 47 are the equations which have 
to be approximated numerically after closer examination of the 
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heat of adsorption and of the adsorption isotherm have been 
carried out. 
The Finite Stage Model 
The reduction in this case is quite similar to the first 
case and the correspondence between the two sets of equations 
is quite evident. Instead of Equation 15, for example, the 
integrated form of the first law, 
JPt 
H = u + — (48) 
is introduced into Equation 11. 
The rearranged equation, after a further modification by 
means of ideal gas law, then appears as 
-i- + Lah(T^-T) + = 0 
(49) 
which is equivalent to Equation 18. 
As would be expected, no change in the solid phase bal­
ance is observed since it does not involve dx, i.e. 
, dT 
'b'H-dï- + ah(Ts-T) + Pb=s-lRr- = ° (50) 
The overall and the component material balances of 
Equations 9 and 10 can be reduced to 
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Pt^ei 
RTi 
Pt^e 
RT 
- Lp 
dw 
b dt 
Lep^ 
RT2 
dT 
dt 
= 0 (51) 
PtTei 
RT^ 
dw (y^-y) + Lp^(y-l)-^ 
Lep^ 
_ÉZ_ 
dt = 0 (52) 
The rate equation remains as 
dw 
'b dt = AM = ka(p^y-p^ y*) (53) 
Solving for in Equation 51 and substituting dT/dt from 
Equation 49, it can be shown that 
V = V . - [1 - _jZâ_] + -iiÊM_(T -T) (54) 
e ei Pt J Cp CpPt s 
A simple algebraic manipulation of Equations 50 through 
53 also give 
= T _RTig_ ^  JUHLl-AM (56) 
dt eL 1 cCpP^ GCpP^ 
dT 
' = (AHAM + AQ) (57) 
Pb^s 
dw 
dt 
AM (58) 
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Equations 54 through 58 with the addition of isotherm 
expression and the defining equations of AM and AQ, then des­
cribe the system. The dimensionless variables mentioned 
earlier and the following definitions can now be used 
Co = kapo (59) 
L q R T O  
L q R T O  
C3 =  C '  ( 6 2 )  
C k  =  
P 
(63) 
Cs 
Voto 
Ln t 
(64) 
TotoR 
ce = — (65) 
ahRtgTo 
= ' = COpPo 
=8 = 167) 
28 
toah 
Cl 0 = -r-%— (69) 
PbTs 
The resulting equations to be programmed on the computer 
are : 
y* = f(Tg,w) (70) 
AM = coP(y-y*) (71) 
= CiAM (72) 
dt 
dy 
dt 
V. T 
= CsC ) (Yi-y) + Csf ] AM (73) 
T. L p 
dT r ^i^ -, , r T , r \ 
^ = C5( _ _ ) (T.-T) + C7(-A-)(T -T) + C8[-^JAM (74) 
at T.L 1 p s p 
dT _ _ 
= - [CgAHAM + Cio(T^-T)] (75) 
dt s 
= V. - C3( - )AM + Ci,r-^)(T -T) (76) 
•L p p ^ 
29 
where 
Equations 72, 73, 74 and 75 are equivalent to Equations 45, 
39, 40 and 43 of the continuum model respectively. 
Mathematical Representation of the Adsorption Isotherm 
The field of adsorption has been of interest not only to 
chemical engineers but also to physical chemists in their 
quest for knowledge of surface phenomena. Consequently there 
are several expressions which "fit" experimental isotherm 
measurements. Some of the well-known ones are the Langmuir, 
Freundlich and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller equations (19). Of the 
three, the first two are simple to use, even though they do 
not work too well over a wide range of temperatures and 
pressure. The last one is simply too complex to use for the 
type of work being undertaken here. 
The specific system simulated was the CO^-Air-Molecular 
Sieves 5A system. The experimental data were supplied through 
the courtesy of the Union Carbide Corporation^. The first 
objective was then to obtain a mathematical expression of the 
equilibrium relationship of this system, which is shown in 
Figure 3. The isotherm data were also made available through 
^Phillips, B. D., Tonawanda Laboratories, Linde Division, 
Union Carbide Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y. Experimental measure­
ments of adsorption transients. Private communication. 1965. 
I 
Figure 3. Adsorption isotherms of Molecular Sieve 5A-CO2 system 
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the Union Carbide Corporation^. The first equation which was 
tried was the Langmuir equation shown below. 
w KlPt?* 
"m 1 + KlPt?' 
(78) 
where 
Ki = K2exp(^|—] (79) 
s 
The reciprocals of Equation 7 8 can be written as 
(80) 
Pt?' ' "m 
The constants w^ and at a given temperature then can 
be obtained by plotting (1/w) vs. (1/p^y*). The accuracy and 
success of the method depends on how straight these lines are 
at each experimental temperature. It was found that the 
method fails for the present system because the plot of (1/w) 
vs. (1/p^y*) is quite curved for the 100°C isotherm, although 
it works well at lower temperatures, shown in Figure 3. 
Next, the Freundlich type isotherm 
w = KsfPty*)*^ (81) 
^Maltbie, J. P., Linde Division, Union Carbide Corp., 
Chicago, Illinois. Informations on adsorption isotherms and 
other physical constants. Private communication. 1965. 
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where Kg and are functions of temperature was tried. But 
the plot of (log w) vs. log (p^Y*) was not straight over the 
entire pressure range for every temperature, therefore this 
approach was also abandoned. 
At this point a decision was made to use the least square 
fit method of curve fitting technique to represent the data. 
The computer program, given in Appendix B, uses Gauss-Seidel 
iteration to solve the simultaneous linear equations (16). 
After many trials, the following form of equation was found to 
represent the data best. 
ln(py*) = K5 + Kglnw + K7(lnw)^ (82) 
The curves are given in Figure 4. 
The coefficients are dependent on the temperature, as 
shown in Figure 5. An attempt was made to develop the coeffi­
cients as a function of temperature, but this was very 
difficult to achieve, as shown by the polynomial fits in 
Figure 5. However, analytic expressions relating the coeffi­
cients to the temperature are not absolutely required. Hence 
the temperature relationship was handled by joining the three 
intervals by straight lines. The computer was programmed to 
test the proper range for a given temperature of interest and 
to compute linearly interpolated values of K 5 ,  Kg and K 7 .  
These values may even be superior to the other higher order 
fits because of the fluctuation in between the points that are 
Figure 4. Least square fit of Molecular Sieve SA-COg 
isotherms 
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expected for the latter case. Thus the coefficients of Equa­
tion 82 can be calculated from the following set of equations: 
For T < 1.0 74, 
Kr = -23.5470 + 18.0212 T 
^ s 
Kg = 3.6394 - 0.2146 (83) 
Ky = 50.28082 - 44.805 T 
s 
For 1.074 < T < 1.164, 
Kg = -23.06101 + 17.5687 T 
s 
Kg = 14.53890 - 10.36311 (84) 
Ky = 23.26099 - 19.64688 T 
s 
For T > 1.164, 
Kc = -12.71675 + 8.68188 T 
^ s 
Ke = 5.6180 - 2.69911 (85) 
K7 = 1.921156 - 1.31368 T 
s 
The set of Equations 82 through 85 then expresses the 
value of the equilibrium partial pressure for any given solid 
phase temperature and loading. 
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The Heat of Adsorption 
It will be recalled that the governing solid phase energy 
balance contains a heat generation term which is represented 
by the product of the flux term and the heat of adsorption. 
It has been stated that the isosteric heat would be used for 
this purpose. For a more detailed discussion on the subject, 
the excellent development of Young (25) is recommended. 
One of the reasons for the wide usage of the isosteric 
heat of adsorption in adsorption work is because of the ease 
with which the quantity can be calculated from the given set 
of isotherms. More specifically the heat of adsorption is 
obtained from 
Therefore if (-AH) is assumed to be constant, a semi-
logarithmic plot of ln{p^y*) vs. (1/T^) at some given loading 
w should give a straight line. The quantity (-AH) then can be 
easily obtained from its slope. In the present work, the 
least square fit prograxa was again used to obtain the coeffi­
cient of Kg in the following expression for various values of 
loading w. 
(-AH) -JR 
3ln(p^y*) 
( 8 6 )  
s w 
ln(p^y*) = K8(-^^) + Kg (87) 
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The heat of adsorption, in turn, was obtained from 
(AH) = KgJR (88) 
These values were then related to the change in the load­
ing. This is necessary since the heat of adsorption, (-AH), 
at a lower loading is usually larger than that at a higher 
loading. The final expression which was used in the computa­
tion is 
AH = 6,111 w - 19,166 (89) 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
After the necessary thermodynamic properties of the 
system were defined and the governing equations were developed, 
these differential equations had to be converted into differ­
ence forms which in turn could be programmed in computer 
language. 
The Continuum Model 
The three different directions of integration paths 
involved in this model were 3/3x, 3/at and D/Dx. It is impor­
tant to re-emphasize that the modified material derivative 
operator, D/Dx, is applied in the direction dictated by 
dt/dx = e/v. The velocity v is different at different points 
of the x-t domain. This implies that the integration path 
D/Dx changes in its slope. %is fact is shown pictorially by 
the line ABCD and other sloping lines of Figure 6. 
From the definition of the material derivative (2,3,18), 
one can say that the line ABCD is the path of the disturbance 
caused by an incoming fluid element at t = 0. In other words, 
the area to the right of the path ABCD is the region which is 
not affected at all by a disturbance at the entrance of the 
fixed bed (1). Consequently, the initial values of the load­
ing w and the solid adsorbent temperature T^ at point B' can 
be applied to the computation at B. 
The same arguments can be given for the points C', C, 
D', and D. The integration network then covers only the 
Figure 6. Numerical analysis network of the continuum model 
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region which is to the left of the line ABCD. However, it is 
important to note that the line ABCD can not be defined a 
priori but must be determined piece by piece as one proceeds 
into the domain by computing the values around one column 
after another. 
For example, examine in detail how the desired quantities 
are calculated along the vertical line BFIL. In accomplishing 
this, the following information is available: 
1. The values of y, v and T along AEHK from the boundary 
condition. 
2. The values of w, T^ and y* at A and B' (and therefore 
The following computations must be performed: 
1. Calculation of T^, w (and y*) along the time axis. 
2. Calculation around the triangle 123. 
3. Calculation around rectangles such as 2356 and 56 89 
of Figure 6. 
A more detailed look at the problems involved is given in 
Figure 7 through 9. Equations 43 and 45 can be written in the 
following forward difference forms 
at B) . 
AEHK. 
Ti + Aty[(-AH)AM - AQ] (90) 
W5 = Wi + AtaAM (91) 
Figure 7. Calculation along the t-axis 
Figure 8. Numerical calculation around the triangle at the 
bottom of each column 
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^ Known: y,T 
Unknown: Ts , W, y* 
Q Known : y, T, %, W, y"* 
Integration Along t Axis 
@ Known : y, v, T 
Unknown: Known: Ts , W, ^  
' Everything Unknown: y, v, T, AM, AQ 
Cy Known: t, y, v, T, Tg , W, yAM , AQ 
Calculation Around a Triangle 
Figure 9. Calculation around a rectangular block 
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Known: t, y, v, T, ig, W, 
A^VI, AQ Unknown : Everything 
Unknown: 
Everything 
Known: t,y, v, T, ig, W, 
AM, AQ 
Calculation Around o Rectangle 
Known : y, T, Tg , W, y* AM , AQ 
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These equations are solved by an improved Euler method 
(13) with the help of Equations 44, 46 and 82. First, initial 
estimates of ïf and W5 are obtained by calculating the right 
hand side of Equations 90 and 91 by using the information at 
point 1. Then one obtains a better answer by performing the 
same computation using averaged values. In this fashion, the 
calculations are repeated until the differences between the 
new set and the old meet certain preset tolerances. The com­
puter program and the accompanying flow sheet for these 
computations is given in Appendix C. 
Calculation around the triangle 123 will now be discussed. 
There is only one triangle per column. This is a departure 
from the work of Acrivos (1) who uses triangles only in going 
from AEHK to BFIL. But in carrying out the computation, it 
can be shown that increment 12 is very small, which means that 
a very large number of computations is necessary to cover the 
entire adsorption or desorption time. In fact the time incre­
ments in Figure 6 are quite exaggerated and in actuality the 
ratio 5 8/12 is very large. The employment of a rectangular 
net in the interior part of the x-t domain, then, reduces the 
computation time considerably. 
The iteration scheme used around the triangle also 
employs the improved Euler method applied to the following 
difference equations. 
= ti + = tz (92) 
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T f  =  T f  +  ( t 3 - t i ) f ( A M , A Q )  (93) 
W 2  =  W i  +  ( t  3 - - t i  )  f  ( A M )  (94) 
V 3  =  V 2  +  A x f ( T , A M , A Q )  (95) 
y 3  =  Y i  ^  A x f ( y , T , V , A M )  (96) 
T 3  =  T i  +  A x f ( T , V , A M , A Q )  (97) 
A detailed description of the procedure can be found in 
Appendix C. 
There are two kinds of rectangles involved in the calcu­
lations, i.e. one with the constant time increment At and the 
other rectangle adjoining the triangle. However there is no 
difference in the calculation procedure for each. One merely 
has to be careful in selecting an appropriate At. The forward 
difference approximations used in the computations are shown 
below. 
V g  =  V 5  +  A x f ( T , A M , A Q )  (98) 
t, = €5 - AX(-^) (99) 
T f  -  ( t s - t ^ ) f ( A M , A Q )  (100) 
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W4 = W5 - (ts-t^)f(y,y*) (101) 
Tf + Atf(AM,AQ) (102) 
wg = W3 + Atf(y,y*) (103) 
y 6 = Yit + Axf (y,T,v,AM) (104) 
Tg = Tit + Axf (Ti^ ,v, AM,AQ) (105) 
In the above equations, all the quantities at point 4 in 
Figure 9 are obtained by linear interpolation. Therefore as 
soon as ti, is set, everything else is known at point 4, i.e. 
X, t, y, V, T, Tg, w, AM and AQ. This, then, describes how 
each building block in the set is constructed. 
The feasibility of this approach was tested by writing 
three separate programs for an I.B.M. 7074 digital computer. 
The purpose of isolating the problem in this manner was two­
fold. It not only prevented the waste of computer time in 
debugging the mistakes, but more importantly, it also gave an 
idea of what the sizes of Ax and At should be. 
Several preliminary computer runs showed that unless Ax 
is taken to be a very small value, xqAx = 0.5 x 10 ^ ft. for 
one particular run, the computed velocity at point 3 comes out 
to be negative. This is obviously wrong. The accompanying 
value of At for the triangle was 0.558 x 10"^ second. Once 
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the distance increment Ax was determined in this manner, the 
maximum allowable value of At for the rectangle was determined 
from the second separate program. A value of 0.1 second was 
obtained. 
The ratio of the At's between the rectangular and the 
triangular elements for this case was then about 18. Finally, 
computation along the time axis usually did not present any 
problem when the Ax from the rectangular computation was used. 
Of course, once these difficulties were overcome, the programs 
were converted into the subroutine forms shown in Appendix C. 
The three subroutines were named TAXIS, TRIGL and RECTL. 
In connecting these different blocks in the manner shown 
in Figure 6, the very real problem of computer storage had to 
be faced. About 1,800 time steps were required to cover a 
time of sixty seconds. The 9,50 0 storage locations available 
in the basic Fortran system was not large enough to accomodate 
the program. The problem, however, was solved by using 
scratch tapes. 
The actual mechanics of the computation steps can be 
explained below with the help of Figure 6: 
1. Subroutine TAXIS was used to compute along AE, which 
can contain up to 600 At increments. The information 
was then stored on the first tape. 
2. The calculation was repeated on EH and HK and the 
answers stored on the second and third tapes. 
3. After rewinding all tapes, the numbers on the first 
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tape were read back into the main storage. This 
information was then used to calculate answers along 
line BF using subroutines TRIGL and RECTL. 
4. These answers along BF are first printed out on paper, 
then transferred to the same tape from which the 
values along AE were obtained. 
5. Similarly, the second tape was then called into ser­
vice to compute the values along FI from the 
information on EH. 
6. We proceed in the same manner to calculate our 
answers on IL from the values of KH. 
Expressing the above operations in another way, one has 
marched into the x-t domain one column deep to the points on 
BFIL using the known values on AEHK. The method of proceeding 
to CGJM from BFIL is essentially the same, although the sub­
routine TAXIS is no longer required in the interior region. 
A more detailed explanation is given in Appendix C. 
The Finite Stage Model 
The governing equations to be solved in this case are 
Equations 72 through 77. The last equation of the group is an 
algebraic equation, leaving only four simultaneous ordinary 
differential equations. Runge-Kutta (13) integration is 
ideally suited to this system of equations. In the present 
work, the fourth order Runge-Kutta formulas were used although 
it is possible that the lower orders might be sufficient to 
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carry out the calculation. The finite stage method resembles 
the study of chain of well-stirred reactions, as shown in 
Figure 10. The computational procedure for the first stage is 
explained below: 
1. Specify the initial conditions, T^, w and y*. 
2. Using the information of the incoming flow, y^, 
and T^, calculate the final T^, w and y* in the same 
stage after time At. The variables in the outgoing 
flow after time At, y, v and T, are also calculated. 
The outgoing flow then enters the second stage. 
3. Using the newly found T^, w and the knowledge of the 
incoming fluid, the process is repeated for the next 
time increment until the maximum time, NAt, is 
reached. For a reason which will be given later, the 
final values of T^, w and y* must be stored as well 
as those of y, v, and T for the last time increment. 
Calculation of the second and higher stages are carried 
out in the same manner until the desired number of stages is 
reached. This method of calculation is much less complicated 
than the case of the continuum model. The program and flow 
sheets are given in Appendix D. 
Again one is faced with the problem of selecting a proper 
value of At. This was done by comparing the two answers which 
are obtained using time increments of At and At/2.0. The 
value of (toAt) obtained in the present case was 0.5 x 10"^ 
second. This compares favorably with the At size of the 
Figure 10. Numerical analysis of the finite stage model 
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triangle in the continuum model. The name RUNGE was given to 
this program and it is included in Appendix E. Note that 
three iterations are required for a comparison to be made. 
Therefore, if a value of At size can be given, one can reduce 
the computer time by one-third by eliminating the process of 
comparison. This was done for the present study, as shown in 
the subroutine RUNGE attached to the main program of the 
finite stage model. 
Now recall that the values of T^, w and y* of the last 
row of the stages at time NAt shown in Figure 10 were stored. 
If it is desired to continue the calculation for a longer 
adsorption time, these values can be regarded as a new set of 
initial conditions. In this study, 2 00 time increments were 
taken at a time and the answers were printed out on paper for 
every fiftieth increment. 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTER INPUT DATA 
Much of the adsorption work up to the present time has 
dealt with the problem of trace removal. Data in this area 
are relatively abundant. On the other hand, data on bulk 
separation via adsorption is almost nonexistent. Hence, the 
set of transient data on the C02-air system supplied by the 
Linde Division of the Union Carbide Corporation is particu­
larly valuable. The data were taken by Dr. F. W. Leavitt who 
has worked extensively in the field of adsorption (11). The 
data were provided by Mr. B. D. Phillips^. 
As shown in Table 1, the effect of non-isothermality is 
reflected in the decrease of the gas phase concentration to 
11 per cent in the equilibrium zone behind the first adsorp­
tion front. It would have remained at 13.2 per cent if the 
bed had been isothermal. This decrease in the gas phase con­
centration and the accompanying decrease in the loading was 
caused by the large temperature rise from 104°F to 207°F 
across the adsorption front. 
The effluent composition of CO2 after the front has been 
established is also given as a function of time. Using the 
mass transfer front velocity, which is 6.6 ft/hr, it can be 
calculated that the entire adsorption front is approximately 
0.2 ft. wide. This is a very sharp front. 
In order to simulate these unsteady state data, 
^Phillips, 0£. cit. 
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Table 1. Pilot plant data for the CO2-air-molecular sieve SA 
system for a nonisothermal fixed bed adsorber 
Adsorbent 
Bed length 
Bed diameter 
Bed weight 
Packing density 
Estimated residual water loading 
Residual carbon dioxide loading 
Initial bed temperature 
Feed composition: 
mol % carbon dioxide 
carrier 
Feed rate 
Feed temperature 
Operating pressure 
Speed of first adsorption front 
Condition in equilibrium zone 
behind first adsorption front: 
temperature 
mol % carbon dioxide 
Stoichiometric capacity of bed 
5A, 1/8 inch pellets 
5.0 ft 
8.0 in 
82.0 lbs 
47.0 lb/ft3 
0.05 lb-mol/100 lb bed 
None 
104"F 
13.2 
Air 
3.72 Ib-mol/hr ft^ 
104°F 
20.6 psia 
6.6 ft/hr 
207°F 
11.0 
0.143 Ib-mol CO2/IOO lb 
Concentration profile 
Relative 
% C02 time, min 
0.2 0.0 
0.4 0.06 
0.6 0.16 
1.0 0.27 
1.9 0.45 
3.8 0.72 
5.8 1.0 
quantitative information is necessary on the equilibrium iso­
therms and other physical constants. These were also supplied 
by the Union Carbide Corporation^, and are shown below. The 
^Maltbie, 0£. cit. 
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least square fit of the isotherm data were presented earlier. 
1. The heat capacity of the adsorbent is 0.20 Btu/lb°F 
at 100°F and 0.25 Btu/lb®F at 500°F. 
2. The void volume is about 0.32. 
The input data were then normalized by using the follow­
ing set of reference values: 
To = 500°R 
Po = 1.3157 atm (or 1,000 mmHg) 
to (for the continuum model) = 100 sec 
to (for the finite stage model) = 0.2 sec 
Vq = 1.0 ft/sec 
Xo = Voto 
Lq  (shown as Xf n the computer program) = 0.017 ft 
Wo = 0.1 lb COz/lb 5A = 2.2722 x 10"3 Ib-mol COg/lb 5A 
Some of the other constants are: 
e = 0.32 
p = 1.0650 (or 20.6 psia) 
Cp = 7.25 Btu/lb-mol °R 
Pb = 47.0 lb/ft3 
c = 0.205 Btu/lb °F 
v at the inlet = 0.29 4 ft/sec 
The specific interfacial area, a, can be calculated 
either by 
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or 
a = 3(1-G) (107) 
P 
as suggested by Bird (3). A value of 390 ft^/ft^ calculated 
from Equation 107 was used in the present work. A value of 
352 ft^/ft^ is obtained from Equation 106. 
Finally, the values of the heat and mass transfer coeffi­
cients must be estimated. The well-known j-factor correlation 
was used for this. The correlation is obtained by assuming 
that the entire resistance for heat and mass transfer resides 
in the boundary layer of the adsorbent particle. In other 
words, this correlation would be expected to be valid when 
there are very high mass transfer rates within the particle 
itself. It will be shown later that this is not at all the 
case for mass transfer in the present study. Of the two, 
however, the heat transfer correlation has been shown to apply 
well in various packed bed operations, and to find the value 
of k in the simulation work, the correctness of h thus 
obtained had to be assumed. 
In calculating the heat transfer coefficient, we used the 
graph given in Treybal (21), which plots (h/c^G) (Np^.) as a 
function of the particle Reynold's number (d^vp/y). 
The Reynold's number for the present system, calculated 
in terms of the inlet conditions was found to be 34.7. Using 
a Prandtl number of 0.71 at 100"F, the value of the heat 
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transfer coefficient was found to be 0.00289 (Btu/sec-'P-ft^). 
As a check on this calculation, the correlation of Yoshida 
shown in the text by Bird (3) was also used. It is. 
ih = -^^(Np^)2/3 = 0.91* (N^g)-0.51 (108) 
where the Reynold's number in this case is defined by 
"Re = 
The Reynold's number defined in this way was calculated to be 
7.32 and a value of 0.00262 (Btu/sec-°F-ft^) was found for h. 
Hence two techniques compared favorably. 
The graph in Treybal (21) also presents the mass transfer 
j-factor, which is (kp/G)(Sc), as a function of the 
particle Reynold's number, (dpv/y). The Schmidt number at 
100"F was found to be 0.9 which in turn gave the value of 
2.308 X 10"4 (ib-mol/sec ft^ atm) for the mass transfer coeffi­
cient. A check on the accuracy of this calculation was then 
made by using the C.P.P. charts of Hougen et al. (9) in which 
(kM^p^/G)(Sc)is plotted as a function of Reynold's number 
defined by Equation 109. The value of the mass transfer 
coefficient found by this correlation was 2.37 x 10"^ 
(Ib-mol/sec ft^ atm) and checked well with the value found 
from the plot in Treybal (21). The latter value was used to 
simulate the dynamic data. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Adsorption is an exothermal process and the change in 
concentration is always accompanied by a change in temperature. 
The effect of this nonisothermality becomes more pronounced as 
the amount of adsorbate being handled is increased. One of 
the primary objectives of the present study is to study the 
effect of this heat generation on the analysis of adsorption 
processes. 
The large amount of adsorbate also introduces the problem 
of a nonlinear isotherm, which has also been included in the 
present analysis. 
Up to now, much of the work in adsorption (7,14,20) has 
dealt with the above two problems separately. In other words, 
nonisothermal operation was analyzed by assuming the isotherms 
to be linear while the nonlinearity of isotherms was studied 
by assuming the bed to be isothermal. This is unfortunate 
since the two effects are usually encountered simultaneously. 
Estimation of Mass Transfer Coefficient 
An important objective of the present work was to evalu­
ate the use of the j-factor correlation for determining the 
resistance to mass transfer in adsorption. This is quite 
important because this correlation is often the only available 
source for estimating the magnitude of the resistance. 
Diffusivity data within the adsorbent are usually not 
available. 
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Thus a computer run using a mass transfer coefficient of 
2.308 X 10"'* (Ib-mol)/(sec ft^ atm) as predicted by the j-
factor correlation was made. The results are shown in Figures 
11 through 16. The finite stage model was used for this run. 
These predicted values must, of course, be compared with 
the experimental data of Table 1 and Figure 17. The concen­
tration profile of Figure 17 is plotted in terms of "relative" 
time. The implication is that this profile is a well estab­
lished front which travels down the bed without changing its 
shape. This is typical of adsorption with uniform initial and 
constant inlet conditions. Examination of Figure 11 shows 
that the front is established within a very short interval of 
time. 
To examine the applicability of the j-factor, the two 
constant pattern fronts of Figures 11 and 17 were compared. 
The breakthrough curve of Figure 11 was much too steep com­
pared to the observed values of Figure 17, indicating that the 
mass transfer coefficient calculated from the j-factor 
correlation was too high. This is a reasonable deduction 
since an infinitely fast mass transfer rate would produce a 
vertical concentration profile for plug flow; the solid 
adsorbent near the entrance would be loaded to its equilibrium 
value before allowing any adsorbate to pass that point. 
The j-factor correlation was obtained by assuming that 
the gas phase resistance was controlling. The results of 
Run 81 thus indicated that, in the present case, there is not 
Figure 11. Concentration profile at different bed positions 
using the mass transfer coefficient k of the 
j-factor correlation (finite stage model) 
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only a resistance in the gas phase but also a significant 
resistance in the solid adsorbent itself. 
The inapplicability of j-factor correlation was also 
checked by making a computer run with the continuum model. 
The results were essentially the same and are shown in 
Figures 18 through 23. 
Better agreement in the concentration profiles were 
obtained when a value of 0.4616 x 10"^ (Ib-mol)/(sec ft^ atm) 
was used as the mass transfer coefficient. This is one-fifth 
of the value predicted by the j-factor correlations. The 
agreement actually was generally good in the sense that other 
important process variables such as gas phase concentration 
and temperature behind the first adsorption front were pre­
dicted with good accuracy. These will be discussed in more 
detail later. The results of this run. Run 113, are shown in 
Figures 24 through 29. 
Effects of Nonisothermal Conditions 
Formation of two fronts 
In the case of an isothermal adsorption operation, one 
is accustomed to think in terms of a single adsorption front 
with an equilibrium zone whose gas phase concentration is the 
same as that of the inlet gas. The inaccuracy of this concept 
when applied to nonisothermal operation is evident from the 
experimental data, of Table 1 and Figure 17 which show the 
existence of two fronts and also equilibrium concentration of 
Figure 18. Concentration profile at different bed positions 
using the mass transfer coefficient k of the 
j-factor correlation (continuum model) 
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Figure 19. Concentration profile within the bed at different 
times 
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Figure 20. Profile of the adsorbate loading within the bed 
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Figure 21. Change in the gas phase temperature within the 
voids 
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Figure 22. Comparison of the gas phase and the solid adsorbent 
temperatures 
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Figure 23. Velocity profile within the bed 
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Figure 24. Concentration profile at different bed position 
using the mass transfer coefficient k which is 
one-fifth of the value predicted by the j-factor 
correlation (finite stage model) 
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Figure 26. Profile of the adsorbate loading within the bed 
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Figure 27. Change in the gas phase temperature within the 
voids 
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Figure 28. Comparison of the gas phase and the solid adsorbent 
temperatures 
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Figure 29. Velocity profile within the bed 
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11.0 per cent COg—a value considerably lower than the inlet 
concentration of 13.2 per cent. These observations are also 
apparent in Figures 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25 and 26. 
The decrease in the gas phase concentration in the first 
front is caused by the generation of heat which increases the 
adsorbent temperature and lowers the adsorptive capacity of 
the bed. However, as the adsorbent near the entrance is 
cooled by the incoming gas flow, the adsorbent loading and the 
gas phase concentration are again increased. The simultaneous 
occurrence of these effects causes the formation of two fronts. 
Condition behind the front 
For a single blow operation such as is encountered in 
thermal swing, one is often interested in the maximum capacity 
of the bed. Since the first adsorption front is normally the 
front which covers most of the bed near the end of adsorption, 
the gas phase concentration and temperature behind this front 
are very important process variables. When these are known, 
one can estimate the bed capacity by looking up the equivalent 
loading from the adsorption isotherms. 
The predicted temperature behind the first front, for 
both values of k, was between 215°F and 225®F—quite close to 
the experimental value of 207°F. These temperature increases 
can be seen in Figures 14, 21 and 27. The predicted gas phase 
concentration behind the front was approximately 11.3 per cent 
for all cases—again showing good agreement with the 
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experimental value of 11.0 per cent. These are shown in 
Figures 11, 12, 18, 19, 24 and 25. 
Velocity profile 
In the case of trace removal, it is quite reasonable to 
assume that the interstitial velocity of the gas through the 
void volume remains constant at the inlet value. However, 
this is not at all the case for bulk separation since a large 
fraction of adsorbate is transferred to the solid phase from 
the flowing gas stream. Therefore, if the heat effect is not 
taken into consideration, it is logical to assume a lower 
velocity at lower concentration. The generation of heat, 
however, counteracts this and tends to desorb the gas which 
is already adsorbed. These interaction results in a velocity 
profiles shown in Figures 16, 23 and 29. 
The velocity is an important variable in both thermal and 
pressure swing processes since it is directly related to the 
production rate. 
Gas and solid phase temperature 
Thus far, the effects of nonisothermal operation have 
been discussed. But a question can be raised as to the 
difference between the gas and solid phase temperatures. 
Unfortunately, the experimental study of this problem is quite 
difficult since the thermocouple is introduced into the fixed 
bed without worrying about the contact of its tip. 
Therefore, while the effect of the cool incoming gas 
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reflected in Figures 14, 21 and 27 might be easy to verify 
experimentally, the reversal of temperature driving force 
shown in Figures 15, 22 and 28 could be very difficult. The 
reversal is logical, though, when one visualizes the movement 
of hot gas being pushed down the bed by the bulk flow of the 
incoming gas. In the entrance region, the temperature 
difference was about 20°F which is quite large in terms of the 
difference in loading which can result from such a difference. 
Nonuniform initial condition 
The simulation of pressure swing adsorption processes is 
quite different from the simulation of a temperature swing 
process because the initial and the boundary condition are 
never constant for the pressure swing processes. 
Use of the present program for this situation was tested 
by carrying out Run 113 of Figures 24 through 29 in two steps. 
The calculation was first performed to cover the 6 0 actual 
seconds of adsorption to generate a non-uniform initial condi­
tion. A second computer run was tnen made for another 30 
seconds of adsorption using the information at the end of 60 
second period as initial conditions. A smooth connection 
between the results of these two separate computations as 
shown in the above figures shows the usefulness of the present 
program in the pressure swing operation. 
Although actual computation was not carried out, a non­
uniform inlet boundary condition could also have been handled 
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without difficulty. 
Front velocity 
The adsorption front velocity is defined as the velocity 
with which the wave-like concentration profile travels down 
the bed. The computed front velocity ranged between 8.7 ft/hr 
and 9.3 ft/hr, as compared with the experimental value of 6.6 
ft/hr reported in Table 1. The discrepancy is believed to be 
caused either by inaccurate thermodynamic information, includ­
ing the isotherm measurements, or by the heat leak in the 
system. 
The column used in collecting the data was 5 ft long, so 
the front took about 45 minutes to travel the full length of 
the bed. The magnitude of the temperature rise, on the other 
hand, was 100°F. It is quite conceivable, therefore, to think 
that some of the heat was lost in heating up the steel column 
and also by leakage through the insulation. This loss in heat 
content would then tend to lower the temperature of the 
adsorbent near the wall. Of course, this in turn causes an 
increase in adsorbate capacity near the wall and slows down 
the front movement. 
On the other hand, the thermocouples and the gas sampling 
probes are usually situated on the center line of the column 
and are less susceptible to this cooling effect. An apparent 
verification of this statement can be seen by the good agree­
ment of temperature and concentration behind the front 
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discussed earlier. 
Comparison of Two Models 
Whether one uses the continuum or the finite stage model, 
the purpose of the work should be to simulate a fixed bed 
adsorber to a high degree of accuracy with minimum computer 
time. Therefore, the two approaches may be examined from the 
standpoint of computational efficiency. 
The incremental length dx in the continuum model is 
determined by computation around a triangle at the bottom of 
each column in the x-t domain. In this sense, then, there is 
no degree of freedom in choosing the size of dx. For example, 
if a large dx is arbitrarily selected in order to reduce the 
computer time, it is possible that quantities without physical 
meaning, such as the negative velocity mentioned earlier, may 
be obtained. 
The distance increment in the case of the finite stage 
model is subject to no such restrictions. The reason for 
choosing the length of each stage to be the average pellet 
length was based on physical intuition and on some earlier 
studies of packed bed operations (6). Therefore, if it 
becomes important to reduce the computing time, the value of 
dx can be increased so that the desired length of bed is 
covered with fewer stages. The accuracy of this statement was 
verified by running the program RUNGE of Appendix E with vary­
ing stage lengths, the maximum of which was five times larger 
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than the stage length used throughout this work. Satisfactory 
convergence was obtained with no accompanying decrease in the 
size of the time increment. This means that the total com­
puter time was reduced by a factor of five. 
For these reasons the finite stage model was used for the 
bulk of the simulation work, even though the continuum model 
also predicted the physical situation quite well. 
The concentration profiles of Figures 18 and 19 of 
Run 105 were very similar to their counterparts of Run 81 
except the fact that the shape of the fronts were steeper in 
the case of the continuum model. This is quite reasonable if 
the continuum model is considered as something of a finite 
stage model with a very small stage length. 
The sharpness of the adsorbate front can also be seen in 
the loading front shown in Figure 20. A wave-like temperature 
pattern was also formed as shown in Figure 21. The reversal 
of the temperature driving force and the velocity distribution 
also compared well with the finite stage model, as shown in 
Figures 22 and 23. Intuitively, it can be said that the 
correspondence between the two models should become closer as 
the stage length in the finite stage model is shortened. 
Desorption 
The finite stage model was used to simulate a desorption 
case with the following operating conditions. 
1. The initial temperature and the loading of the bed 
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are 212°F and 0.977 x lO'S (Ib-mol COgi/flb 5A). 
2. The purge gas enters the bed with T = 104°F, 
V = 0.294 ft/sec and y = 0.001. 
All other thermodynamic constants were the same as those 
of Run 113 where a k value of 0.4616 x 10"^ (Ib-mol)/(sec ft^ 
atm). The results of this Run 116 are shown in Figures 30 
through 35. One of the most interesting results is the con­
centration profile shown in Figure 31. The slopes of the 
desorption curves continue to be flatter as time progresses, 
with no indication of the formation of a constant pattern as 
in the case of adsorption. This diffuse desorption front is 
in contrast to the sharp adsorption front. The same phenome­
non is also encountered in the ion exchange operations. 
The decrease in loading depicted in Figure 32 was found 
to be rather gradual as compared to the lapid build-up in 
adsorption. The temperature decrease as shown by Figures 33 
and 34, on the other hand, seemed quite reasonable. Had the 
computer run a little longer, the sweeping cold gas would 
probably have reversed the temperature driving force as it 
did in the case of adsorption. Finally, the velocity profile 
of Figure 35, which is a direct measure of the flow rate, 
showed the good purging action which was anticipated. 
Figure 30. Concentration profile at different bed position in 
the case of desorption (finite stage model) 
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times 
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Figure 33. Change in the gas phase temperature within the 
voids 
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Figure 35. Velocity profile within the bed 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
Unsteady state adsorption in a fixed bed dealing.with a 
single adsorbate was simulated with two different mathematical 
models. In both cases, the formulation of the problem was 
carried out to cover realistic situations which would be 
encountered in industry. These are stated below. 
1. The equilibrium isotherm is nonlinear. 
?.. The system is nonisothermal. 
3. The distribution of adsorbates and temperature 
with respect to bed length at the beginning of 
adsorption need not be uniform. 
4. The concentration, temperature and flow rate of 
the incoming gas at the inlet of the fixed bed 
can vary as a function of time. 
Both programs were designed to handle the above situa­
tions as well as cases where the initial and the boundary 
conditions were not constant. Both programs were tested 
against experimental data obtained from pilot plant size 
equipment. The agreement between the experimental and the 
computed values of concentration and temperatures was found to 
be good. However, the experimental front velocity was approxi­
mately 75 per cent of the computed value. A possible reason 
for this difference could have been caused by the seldom 
avoidable heat leak of the experimental system. Better thermo­
dynamic data might also improve the agreement. 
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In the absence of any other mass transfer data, the 
following procedure is recommended for the design engineer in 
predicting the adsorber performance. 
1. Obtain a good set of equilibrium adsorption iso­
therms . 
2. Curve fit these curves by using the program of 
Appendix B or its equivalent. 
3. Write a function subprogram STAY to represent 
the result in FORTRAN language. 
4. Calculate the isosteric heat of adsorption from 
these isotherms. 
5. Obtain other thermodynamic constants such as the 
heat capacity of the solid adsorbent. 
6. Obtain a value of the mass transfer coefficient 
from the j-factor correlation and take one-fifth 
of this value to be the apparent overall mass 
transfer coefficient. 
7. Use the programs to simulate operation. 
It is hoped that a further study of the adsorption 
dynamics in terms of better models as well as more accurate 
experiments will fill in the gaps that exist in the present 
state of adsorption operations. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a = interfacial area of adsorbents, ft^/ft^ of packed bed 
c = constants appearing in the finite stage model 
Op = heat capacity of gas, Btu/lb-mol °F 
Cg = heat capacity of solid adsorbent, Btu/lb °F 
D = diffusivity, ft^/sec 
= apparent diffusivity, ft^/sec 
dp = equivalent pellet diameter, ft 
AH = isosteric heat of adsorption, Btu/lb-mol of €0% 
adsorbed 
AH, = differential heat of adsorption, Btu/lb-mol of CO2 
adsorbed 
AM = rate of mass transfer, Ib-mol/sec ft^ of bed 
AQ = rate of heat transfer, Btu/sec ft^ of bed 
f = general notation of a function 
G = mass flow rate, Ib/hr ft^ 
H = enthalpy, Btu/lb-mol of mixture 
h = heat transfer coefficient, Bru/sec °F ft^ 
J = energy conversion factor, 2.7213 Btu/atm ft^ 
K = coefficients of the isotherm expressions 
k = mass transfer coefficient, Ib-mol/sec atm ft^ 
k = rate of mass transfer based on solid loading, lb/sec 
^ ft2 
L = length of an adsorption stage, ft 
= mean molecular weight of gas mixture, Ib/lb-mol 
M^ = defined by Equation 119 
m = local slope of isotherm, Ib-mol/lb atm 
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N = number of time increments, dimensionless 
Np^ = Prandtl number, dimensionless 
= Reynold number, dimensionless 
= Schmidt number, dimensionless 
n = local intercept of isotherm, Ib-mol/lb 
p- = log mean partial pressure of non-diffusing component, 
atm 
p = total system pressure, atm 
p^p = partial pressure at the surface, atm 
p^ = partial pressure of gas in the void, atm 
p^^ = initial pressure of gas in the void, atm 
R = gaô constant, 0.7302 atm ft^/lb-mol "R 
r = radius, ft 
r^ = equivalent pellet radius, ft 
T = gas phase temperature, "R 
Tg = solid phase temperature, °R 
TS = solid phase temperature when subscript is used, °R 
t = time, sec 
u = internal energy of gas, Btu/lb-mol 
u = internal energy of adsorbed phase, Btu/lb-mol 
V = actual interstitial velocity of gas in the fixed bed, 
ft/sec 
w = loading on the adsorbent, Ib-mol of adsorbate/lb of 
adsorbent 
w = maximum loading appearing in the Langmuir i jtherm 
m 
equation, Ib-mol/lb 
w* = loading that would be in equilibrium with the partial 
pressure and the temperature in the void, Ib-mol/lb 
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loading equivalent to Ib-mol/lb 
loading equivalent p^^, Ib-mol/lb 
loading at the surface, Ib-mol/lb 
length of fixed bed, ft 
mol fraction of adsorbate in the gas phase, 
dimensionless 
equilibrium mol fraction of adsorbate, dimensionless 
Greek Letters 
a constant defined by Equation 35 
a constant defined by Equation 36 
a constant defined by Equation 3 7 
a constant defined by Equation 38 
void fraction in the fixed bed, dimensionless 
gas density, Ib-mol/ft^ of gas 
bulk density of bed, lb of adsorbent/ft^ of bed 
adsorbent density, lb/ft^ of adsorbent 
stands for independent variables x or t 
sphericity, dimensionless 
viscosity, lb/ft hr 
dummy variable in Equation 117 
Subscripts and Superscripts 
inlet conditions in main text initial in the Appendix 
reference values 
normalized 
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APPENDIX A. OTHER POSSIBLE RATE EQUATIONS 
In the present work the driving force for mass transfer 
was expressed in terms of partial pressure. This was used 
primarily because of the use of the j-factor correlation to 
obtain a mass transfer coefficient. The development, there­
fore, depends heavily on the assumption that the resistance to 
mass transfer is dominated by that of the surrounding gas 
phase. 
One can also write an analogous equation based on the 
solid phase resistance, i.e. 
= kga(w*-w) (110) 
The problem of correlating as has been done with k is not 
an easy task since transfer within the adsorbent can take 
place by many different processes, such as pore diffusion, 
surface diffusion and diffusion through the crystal and the 
clay binder. Therefore, a rigorous mathematical formulation 
of the problem becomes difficult. In addition, the pore net­
work is never known precisely, and this is accounted for by 
use of a "tortuosity factor", which is experimentally obtained 
to fit the data. 
If a term to account for generation or loss of material 
is added in the continuity equation, it can be shown that the 
solid phase resistance thus defined becomes a complex function 
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of the diffusivity within the solid phase (10). Nutter and 
Burnet (15) recently used the relationship of 
p 
and found that the value of D calculated in this way was about 
1,000 times smaller than the value of the Knudsen diffusivity. 
A possible improvement which takes both resistances in 
the case of spherical bead can be developed starting with the 
equation, 
3w ^ 8 ^ w . 2 9w I- = + -f-
where D is the apparent diffusivity. The resistance of the 
gas phase may be expressed in terms of the boundary condition 
at the solid-gas interface, i.e. 
" ^ a^s-ir = kafPrn-Ph) (112) 
r=rp 
The other two boundary and initial conditions are 
w = finite at r = 0 for all t > 0 (113) 
w = w^ at t = 0 for all r (114) 
The initial condition stated above implies that only the 
particles contained in one length segment in the numerical 
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analysis network are considered. Also, the value of can 
vary from point to point across the fixed bed if the initial 
loading at t = 0 is not uniform with respect to the length of 
the fixed bed. 
The equilibrium relationship across the interface is pre­
sented as a set of isotherms, which are normally nonlinear. 
Therefore, the analytic solution to the problem is usually 
hard to obtain unless the isotherms are linearized. To do 
this one takes a segment of the curved isotherm near w and 
represents the isotherm in the vicinity of w as 
w = mp + n (115) 
This is very different from saying that the isotherm is linear 
throughout the entire range of partial pressure. 
The locally linearized isotherm relationship is then used 
to transform the boundary condition of Equation 112 into 
- VS"1F ^a[w_-w,(t)] (116) r-r m rp b 
In the above equation the loading that is equivalent to the 
change in the outer boundary of the gas phase film is 
written as w^(t) to emphasize the fact that it changes with 
time. The solution of the problem can then be effected by 
utilizing Duhamel's theorem (4,17,24). The result is 
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w-w^ = w^(X) -w^ (-4) j. 
m^D(t-X) 
£(„n)e (- j^ldA 
(117) 
where 
sinM -M cosM I 
f(M^) = — 2_sin (IIP) 
^ 2M -sin2M p 
n n y V I 
The values of M^, which in essence are the eigenvalues, can be 
obtained from 
1 - M^COtM^ = -jjgE— (119) 
which are tabulated in the books by Carslaw and Jaeger (4) and 
Schneider (17) . 
To obtain an approximation to the general equation of 117, 
the bulk concentration in the void space can be approximated 
as 
Py = SAt + p^^ (120) 
or equivalently 
w, = mSAt + w, (121) b bo 
The quantity of interest is not w itself but rather the flux 
"P 
represented by (p^ ) at r = r . Equation 121 is therefore 
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substituted into Equation 117 and the definite integral 
differentiated to give 
3w 
b at 
r=r 
12p,D " (sinM -M cosM ) sinM b a ^ n n n n 
n=l 2M„-sin2M„ 
n n 
mS 
m D At' 
n a 
T-
1 - e 
Typical values of as illustrated for the case of 
(kr /mD p ) = 7.00 are 2.70, 8.4703, 11.4773 and 14.5288. The p as 
remaining values are separated by tt as the subscripts of 
increase. 
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APPENDIX B. LEAST SQUAPE FIT OF ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS 
The book by Pennington (16) gives an excellent explana­
tion of the least squares technique. In the program used in 
this work, the function subprograms denoted by FU are equiva­
lent to the functions indicated in the right hand side of the 
following equation. 
f^/y*) = cifi(w) + cgfztw) + ••• + c^fj^(w) (123) 
The following functions were used at each temperature. 
fo(y*) = Inpy* (124) 
f1(w) = 1.0 (125) 
f 2 (w) = Inw ( 126) 
f3(w) = (Inw)2 (127) 
The program can be made to handle more terms by adding 
the desired number of FU's in the main program and a corres­
ponding number of function subprograms. Other than the 
functions, one must also supply the following information: 
M = number of function on the right hand side of (123) 
N = number of pairs of points in the data to be fitted 
per case or per line 
NCASE = number of cases or lines we have to fit. 
R U N  N O  0 5 6  A C C O U N T  1 0 2 3 1  A H N  C  
C  
c 
c 
G  
C  
Y . A H N  C H E M  E N G  U E P T . I  S  U  
R U N  1 0 6  
L E A S T  S Q U A R E  F I T  
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 5 0 ) , Y ( 5 0 ) , C { 2 0 ) ,  F { 2 0 , 5 0 ) , A ( 2 0 , 2 0 ) , B ( 2 0 )  
N = 1 0  
M = 3  
E R R = 0 . 0 0 0 1  
S M A L X = 0 . 0 2  
N C A S E = 0  
2 0  D O  1 0  J = 1 , N  
R E A D  I N P U T  T A P E  1  ,  1 0 0 , X ( J ) , Y ( J )  
1 0  C O N T I N U E  
1 0 0  F O R M A T  ( 2 ( E 2 0 . 6 ) )  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 0 1  
1 0 1  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 , 5 X , 2 9 H  T H E  I N P U T  D A T A  X  A N D  Y  P A I R S )  
D O  1 1  J = 1 , N  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 0 2 , X { J ) , Y ( J )  
1 1  C O N T I N U E  
1 0 2  F O R M A T  (  1  H O , 5 X , 2 ( E 2 0 . 6 ) )  
D O  3 0 0  J = 1 , N  
3 0 0  Y ( J ) = L O G F ( Y ( J ) )  
D O  1  J = 1 , N  
F ( l ,  J )  =  1 . 0  
F { 2 ,  J )  =  F U 2 ( X { J ) )  
1  F ( 3 , J  )  =  F U 3 ( X ( J ) )  
D O  3  1 = 1 , M  
D O  3  K = 1 , I  
A { K , I ) = 0 . 0  
D O  2  J = 1 , N  
2  A ( K , I  ) = A ( K , I ) + F ( I , J ) » F ( K , J )  
3  A ( I , K ) = A ( K , I )  
D O  4  K = 1 , M  
B ( K ) = 0  
D O  4  J = 1 , N  
4  B ( K ) = B ( K ) + Y ( J ) » F ( K , J )  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 0 3  
1 0 3  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 0 , 5 X , 1 7 H  T H E  C O E F F I C I E N T S )  
C A L L  G A U S D ( A , M , B , E R R , C )  
D O  1 2  1 = 1 , M  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 0 4 , C ( J )  
1 2  C O N T I N U E  
1 0 4  F O R M A T  ( 1  H O , 5 X , E 2 0 . 6 )  
D O  3 0 3  J = 1 , N  
X(J ) = X ( J ) + S M A L X  
F (  1 ,  J  )  =  1 . 0  
F ( 2 ,  J  )  =  F U 2 ( X ( J ) )  
3 0 3  F ( 3 , J ) = F U 3 ( X ( J ) )  
D O  3 0 2  J = 1 , N  
Y S U M = 0 . 0  
D O  3 0 1  1 = 1 , M  
3 0 1  Y S U M = Y S U M + C ( I ) » F ( I , J )  
3 0 2  Y { J ) = E X P F ( Y S U M )  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 2 0 0  
2 0 0  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 0 , 4 8 H  T H E  V A L U E S  C A L C  U S I N G  T H E  C O M P U T E D  C O E F F I C I E N T S )  
D O  3 0 4  J = 1 , N  
3 0 4  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 0 2 , X ( J ) , Y ( J )  
N C A S E = N C A S E + 1  
N C A S E  I S  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  S E T S  O F  P O I N T S  Y C U  A R E  F I T T I N G  
I F  ( N C A S E - 4 )  2 0 , 1 2 0 , 1 2 0  
1 2 0  S T O P  
E N D  
S U B R O U T I N E  G A U S D ( A , N , B , E R R , X )  
C  
C  Y. A H N  S O L V E  S Y S T E M  O F  L I N E A R  E Q  
C  
D I M E N S I O N  A ( 2 0 , 2 0 )  , B { 2 0 )  , C ( 2 0 , 2 I ) , X ( 2 0 )  
K  =  0  
N N = N + 1  
D O  1 1  1 = 1 , N  
I F  ( A ( I , I  )  )  1 2 , 6 , 1 2  
1 2  X ( I  )  =  1 . 0  
C (  I , N N ) = B (  I  ) / A {  I  , I )  
D O  1 1  J = 1 , N  
1 1  C (  I , J )  =  A ( I , J ) / A ( I , I )  
1  C O N T I N U E  
E  =  0 . 0  
D O  3  1 = 1 , N  
P = C ( I , N N )  
D O  2  J = 1 , N  
P = P - C ( I , J ) » X { J )  
2  C O N T I N U E  
X (  I  ) = X (  I  ) + P  
E = E + A B S F { P )  
3  C O N T I N U E  
IF(E-ERR) 4,4,5 
4  R E T U R N  
5 K = K + 1  
I F { 9 0 0 - K )  6 , 1 , 1  
6  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 0 0 0  
R E T U R N  
1 0 0 0  F O R M A T  I 1 5 H  F U L L  I T E R A T I O N )  
E N D  
u> 
IX) 
F U N C T I O N  F U 2 ( X )  
F U 2 = L 0 G F ( X )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
F U N C T I O N  F U 3 ( X )  
F U 3 = ( L 0 G F ( X ) ) * * 2  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
o 
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APPENDIX C. MAIN PROGRAM OF THE CONTINUUM MODEL 
The subroutine subprograms used in the main program for 
the continuum model are labeled TAXIS, TRIGL and RECTL. The 
function subprograms used by both main program and the various 
subroutines are labeled TEST, STAY, AMDEL, QDEL, SOLT, GASV, 
CONG and GAST. Some of the less obvious computer notations 
are explained below. 
COEFK = k 
COEFH = h 
EPSIN = e 
RGAS = R 
AJCON = J 
SMTO = to 
TEST = a program used to test whether the differ­
ence between the values of A and B meets 
the tolerance or not 
STAY = a program to calculate_the value of y* 
from a given value of w and T^ 
AMDEL = calculates AM 
QDEL = calculates AQ 
SOLT = used to find the change in T^ 
GASV = change in v 
CONG = change in y 
GAST = change in T 
KLIMT = maximum number of symbolic magnetic 
utility tapes 
XMAX = reduced length of the fixed bed 
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JMAX = maximum number of time increments per tape 
NMAX = maximum number of iterations in sub­
routines 
K = symbolic number of magnetic tape unit 
The variables names starting with F stand for the final values 
reached in each subroutine. 
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Subroutine TAXIS 
ENTER 
Calculate AM and 
AQ at the starting point. 
Enter DO LOOP ) 
Calculate the average 
values between points 1 
and 5. 
Calculate improved 
values for the unknown 
variables at 5. 
Calculate initial 
estimates of quantities at 
point 5. 
Subroutine TAXIS 
t axis 
Known: h .  
Jn 
(FrS5),  (ÎWL5), (FYS5) 
^ YGA5, TGA5 
Sc Unknown: 
0 
> DT 
Known: 
YGAl, TGAl 
TS^l, YSTl 
X axis 
Calculate AM and 
ÛQ at the starting point. 
Calculate initial 
estimates of quantities at 
point 5. 
Enter DO LOOP D 
Calculate the average 
values between points 1 
and 5. 
Calculate improved 
values for the unknown 
variables at 5. 
Compare the newly calculated 
loading and solid temperature 
with the previous value. 
[ no Are the tolerances met? yes 
no 
Have we exceeded 
the maximum number of 
iteration? y 
Write diagnosis and 
Set NCHEK = + 1. 
RETURN 
< End of DO LOOP 3 
yes 
Set NCHEK = -1. 
RETURN 
t axis 
j Known: 
/& YGA5, TGA5 
Unknown : 
(Frs5), (FWL5), (FYS5) 
>  m  
J/Known: 
Q) YGAl, TGAl 
TS^l, WL»1, YSTl 
X axis 
2S 
yes —, 
1 
Equate values to 
the output values in 
COMMON. 
Dutine RECTI 
, YGA5, VEI5, TGA5 
, WI$5, YST5, DEM5, DEQ5 
Unknown; 
(FYGA6), (FVEL6),(FIGAô), 
(FTS'«>6), (FWI-f 6) , (FYST6 
(FDEM6), (FDEQ6) 
i 
Estimate the time 
at 4. 
Estimate the values 
of all variables at 4 either 
by calculation or by interpolation. 
--C Enter DO LOOP 
Using the average values, get 
a better estimate of the velocity 
at 6. 
Obtain a new estimate of time 
at 4 which is used to get new 
estimates of other quantities at 4. 
Using the information at 3, 
obtain better estimates of the 
solid loading and temperature 
at 6. 
Calculate improved values 
of the related quantities at 6. 
no 
Are the 
toterances met? ^  y®® 
n„_/ 
1 
Have we reached the 
maximum number of iteration? 
£ 
] 
Set NCHEK = 4-1. 
— —— 
Known: 
TIM5, YGA5 
TSA5, WL$5 
DT 
Known: 
TIM2, YGA2, 
TS*2, WL'i'2, 
Equ 
to th 
no Did 
I Set ICHEK=-l| 
I Set jcHECK=-l {•<-
RETURN 
er 
ation. 
get 
ocity 
ne 
ÎW 
at 4 
3, 
:he 
ire 
5 
: 6. 
Known: 
TIM5, YGA5, VEL5, TGA5 
TS*5, WL$5, YST5, DEM5, DEQ5 
DT 
-Kj) 
Known: 
DELX 
TIM2, YGA2, VEL2, TGA2, 
TS*2, WL'i'2, YST2, DEM2, DEQ2 
Unknown : 
(FYGA6), (FVEL6),(FTGAÔ), 
(îTS4'6), (FML-te) , (FYST6 
(FDEM6), (FDEQ6) 
<3) 
Known: 
YGA3, TGA3, 
TS*3, VL^3, YST3, 
DEM3, DEQ3 
yes 
Did point 4 go below 
point 2? 
no yes 
Set ICHEK= 
Set NCHECK= 
RETURN 
Set ICHEK=»fl 
Equate the answers 
to the output values in 
common. 
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Main 
START 
Enter DO LOOP 
Store the answers 
Set J3 = 
Call Subroutine TAXIS. 
Rewind the tape units. 
Set the maximum value of 
the bed length. 
Input the boundary values 
and calculate the time. 
Input system constants 
and calculate parameters. 
Define the beginning of the 
length and time. 
Si: maximum number 
of iterations in subroutines. 
Input initial values at 
two adjacent points in length. 
Set the maximum number of 
time increments to be covered by one 
tape READ, WRITE operation. 
Program of the Continuum Model 
rCalculate a new bed length. 
Call Subroutine TRIGL. 
Was the estimated time 
index correct? 
l_ no yes 
Store the answers 
I Calculate the time interval 
used in Subroutine RECTL. 
Enter DO LOOP 
Store the answers 
Input the equally divided 
original value of time Inrrpmpnf-. 
Set J3 = J2. 
Call Subroutine RECTL 
Calculate the time interval 
used in Subroutine TRIGL. 
Estimate the value of time at 
point 2 and calculate the value of 
R U N  N O  0 5 2  A C C O L N T  1 0 2 3 1  
C  A U S O R P l I O N  D Y N A M I C S  
C  
C  R U N  1 1 7  
C  
C O X M C N  T D L [ 1 , C L L F K , C 0 E F H , A R E A , P O . P I E S S , T O , N M A X , C E L T , S M T O , R H C B , C S ,  
1  G A i V y A . ' r t O ,  S  I G M A , n E L X , E P S I N , R G A S  , A J C O N , V O , X O ,  A L P H A . C P  , 8 E T A ,  
2  r r s 5 , r w L 5 , F Y S 5 ,  
3  F T I 2 , F T G 2 , F V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F r S ? , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , F D 0 2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F U y 3 , F D 0 3 ,  
5  F r G A 6 , F V E L 6 , F Y G % 6 , F r S 0 6 , F k L C 6 , r Y & r 6 , F D F M 6 , F C 9 0 6 , I C H E K , N C H E K  
n I  M E N S  I O N  r I  M E  ( l , 2 0 1 ) , r G % S ( 2 , 2 0  1 ) , V E L T Y ( 2 , 2 0 1 )  , Y G A S ( 2 , 2 0 1 ) ,  
1  r S O L  0 ( 2 , 2 0  I )  , W L O A C ( 2 , 2 0 1 ) , Y S T A R ( 2 , 2 0 1 j . D E L M I 2 , 2 0 1 ) ,  
2 DELQ{2,201) 
C  
C  [ A T A  S E T  2  
C  
T O L E R ^ O . 0 0  1  
C 0 E r K  =  2  .  3 0 . 3 E - 0 / ,  
C 0 r r H = 2 . 8 9 r - 0 3  
A 3 E A = 3 4 2 . 0  
P 0 = 1 . 3 1 5 7 8 0  
P R E S S = 1 . 0 6 5 0 3 3  
T 0 = 5 . 0 r  0 2  
C E L T = 0 . C 0 1  
S M T ( ) = 1 G 0 . 0  
R H L Q = A 7 . 0  
C S = 0 . 2 0 5  
G  A M , ' - '  A  =  S  M  r  G /  (  T  0  R  H O  D * C S )  
W 0 = ? . 2 7 2 2 E - 0 3  
S  I G M A  =  5 M T 0 /  (  K O ^ R H O I ' .  )  
D E L X = 0 . 5 E - 0 4  
E P S I N - 0 . 3 2  
R G A S = 0 . 7 3 0 ?  
A H N  B  
M A I N  P R O G R A M  W I T H  T A P E  U N I T  
Y . A H N  C H E  M  E N G  C L P T ,  I . S . U .  
A  J C L ; i \ - ?  .  7 ?  1  3  
V [ ) =  1  .  0  
X O = V C « S M T U  
A L P h A = ( R G A S * T O : X C ) / ( P 0  =  V C )  
C P - 7 . ? b  
B E ! A ^ A L P H A / ( T O « C P )  
C  
J 3 = l  
K L I M l = b  
x=c.o 
T I K E ( 1 , 1 ) = C . O  
C  F O L L O W I N G  3  C A R D S  U E R C  U S E D  F O R  R U N  1 0 5  
C  J M A X = 1 0 1  
C  E A C H  T A P E  b T O R F  H A I A  O F  1 0  S E C  S I N C E  5 X 1 0 = 1 0 0 . 0  
C  M A X  T I , v E  I S  3 0  S E C  S I N C E  W r  A R E  U S I N G  3  T A P E S  
J M A X =  1  1  
C  E A C H  T A P E  S T O R E  C A T  A  O F  1  S E C  S I N C E  S ^ T C - 1 0 0 . 0  , D E L T  =  C . 0 0 1  
C  M A X  T i r - . E  I S  3  S E C  S I N C E  W E  A R E  U S I N G  3  T A P E S  
J E N D = J M A X - 1  
C  
C  F O L L O W I N G  ?  C A R D S  W E R E  U S E I ,  F O R  R U N  1 0 5  
C  X M A X = 0 . 7 E - 0 3  
C  M A X  L E N G T H  I S  0 . 0 7  F E E T  S I N C E  X 0 = 1 C 0 . 0  
X M A X = 1 . S E - U 4  
C  M A X  L E N G T H  I S  . 0 1 5  F E E T  S I N C E  X 0 = 1 0 0 . 0  
N M A X = 3 0  
W L O A D 1 1 , 1 ) ^ 0 . 0 0 1  
I S O L D ( 1  ,  1  )  =  1 .  1 ? 9  
Y S T A R (  1 ,  1  )  =  S T A Y ( T S C L D (  1 , 1 )  , W L O A D ( 1 , 1 )  )  
C  S I N C E  I N I T I A L  C O N D  A ^ E  C O N S T .  
W L O A D ( ? , 1 ) = W L O A D ( 1 , 1 )  
I S O L D ( 2 , 1 ) = T S O L D ( 1 , 1 )  
Y S  F A R ( ?  ,  1  )  =  Y S T A R (  1  ,  1  )  
XL ) = WL(i'\rj ( , 1 ) 
T S i ^ T S l i L D  ( 2 , 1 )  
Y S 3  =  Y S T A R  ( / \ 1 )  
C U  9 0 0  K - 3 , K L I . ^ r  
9  0 0  R t W I N O  K  
K  = 3  
U K  H E  C U T  P U  r  T A P  G  2 , 1 4  
1 4  F U R M A T  ( 1 H L , 5 X , 7 H  L E N G T H , 7 X , 5 H  T I N E , 4 X , 9 H  G A S  C a N C , b X , 9 H  V E L O C I T Y ,  
1  3 X , 9 H  G A S  T F M P , 3 X , 1 1 U  S O L I D  T f c ^ P , 4 X , 8 H  L 0 A U I N C , 3 X ,  
2  I I H  Y S T A R  C U N C I  
8 1  D O  4 0 0  J = 1 , J M A X  
Y G A S ( 1 , J ) = 0 . 1 3 2  
V E L T Y ( I , J ) = 0 . 2 9 4  
4 0 0  T G A S ( 1 , J )  =  L . 1 2 9  
D O  1 0 b  J = l , J [ N n  
1 0 5  T I  M  E  (  1 , J  +  1  ) =  T 1  y  E  (  I  ,  J ) +  D  F  L  T  
D O  2 0 0  J = 1 , J ^ N ' D  
C A L L  T A X I S  ( T G A S ( l , J ) , Y G A S ( l , J ) , T S O L D { l , J ) , W L a A n ( l , J ) , Y S T A , < ( l , J ) ,  
1  T G A S ( 1 , J + 1 ) , Y G A S ( 1 , J + 1 ) )  
I F  ( N C H F K )  7 1 , 7 1 , 2 0 0 0  
7 1  T S U L D ( l , J + I ) = F r S b  t  
W L L ' A D  (  1  ,  J - f  1  )  =  F k L 3  
Y S T A R (  1  ,  J +  1  )  = F Y S b  
D  E  L  M (  1 , J  + 1 ) =  A  M  C  E  L ( Y G A  S (  1  , J  +  1 )  , F  Y  S  5 )  
D £ L Q (  1 ,  J + 1  ) = C I ? L L (  T G A S (  1 ,  J + 1  )  , F T S 5 )  
2 0 0  C U N T  I  N U E  
F O L L O W I N G  C A f t O  W A S  U S E D  F U R  R U N  1 0 b  
D O  1 1 1  •  J = 1 , J E N C , 2 0  
D O  1 1 1  J = 1 , J M A X , 2  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 5 ,  X , T I , X E ( 1 , J  ) , T S O L D ( I , J  ) , W L 0 A D ( 1 , J  )  
1  , Y S T A R ( 1 , J  )  
1 1 1  C O N T I N U E  
1 5  F U R M A T (  1 H 0 , 2 ( F 1 3 . 4 )  , 3 9 X , 3 ( E 1 3 . 4 )  )  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  (  r  I  r - T  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J = 1  ,  J M A X  )  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  ( Y G A S (  1 , J )  , J = 1 , J M A X )  
W R I T E  T A P E  K  ,  (  V F L T Y  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J =  1  ,  j y . A X  )  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  (  T G A S (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J = 1  ,  J f - ' A X )  
W R I T E  TAPE K  ,  (  T S f . ' L O  (  1  T  J  )  ,  J  =  1  ,JMAX) 
W R I l  G  T ' N P E  K  ,  (  ' A E C  A i )  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  =  1  ,  J M A X )  
W l <  1  T E  T A P E  K ,  ( Y S I A R t l  T  J  )  ,  J  =  I  ,  J  M  A  X  )  
W R  I  T E  TAPE K ,  (  r ;  E  L  V  (  1 ,  J  )  ,  J =  1  ,  J M A X  )  
W R I T E  T  A P E  K ,  (  I . E E ' J  (  1  ,  J  )  »  J =  1  » JMAX) 
K = K+1 
I F  (  K -- K L I  M  1  )  8J,%?,W3 
3 2  T I M E  ( 1 , 1  )  =  T  I M F  (  I  ,  Jh'AX ) 
W L U A D ( 1 , 1 ) = W L Q A D (  1  , J M A X )  
T S C L n (  1 ,  1 )=TSnLO( 1 ,  J M A X )  
Y S T A R  ( 1  ,  1  )  =  Y S T A ! l (  1  ,  J M A X  )  
GO TO 8 1 
83 DO 500 K=3,KLiyT 
500 REWIND K 
K = 3  
R É A D  T A P c  K ,  ( T  I K H (  1 , J )  ,  J  =  J 3  ,  J ^ A X )  
R E A D  T ' l P r  K  ,  (  Y G A S  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  =  J 3 ,  J f ' A X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K  ,  (  V  :  1 .  T  Y  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  =  J  3  ,  J  X  A  X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  (  T G A S (  1  , J  )  , J  =  J  3 , J  F  A X )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  (  T S 0 L 0 (  1  , J  )  ,  J  =  J  3 , J M  A X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K  ,  (  V ;  L .  1 1 A  f !  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  =  J  3  ,  J  M  A  X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  ( Y S T A R ( 1  , J  )  , J  =  J  3 , J M A  X )  
R E A D  T A P E  K , ( C E L M  ( 1  , J )  ,  J  =  J  3 , J  M A X )  
R E A [ '  T A P E  K , ( D E L U  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  =  J  3  ,  J  M  A  X  )  
I F ( X )  6 4 , 8 5 , 8 4  
8 5  T  I  1 - T  I i ' ^ ' E  (  1  ,  1  )  
T G 1 = T G A S ( 1 , 1 )  
V E 1 = V E L T Y ( 1 , 1 )  
YG1=YGAS(1,1) 
T S 1 = T S 0 L D ( 1 , 1 )  
W L 1 = W L 0 A D ( 1 , 1 )  
Y S l = Y S T A R ( 1 , 1 )  
D M l  =  n E L i X (  1 , 1 )  
o 
D u l  =  n r - L O (  1 , 1  )  
c 
G O  T O  8 6 
8 4  T  I  l  =  F T  I ?  
lGl=rTG3 
V E i  =  F V t  3  
Y G 1 = F Y G 3  
T  S  1  =  T  S  3  
W  L  I  =  I  ;L  3  
Y S  1  =  Y S 3  
D M  1  =  F D . V 3  
D g i = F D 0  3  
8 6  X = X + n E L X  
C  R E A D  I \ i  I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  I F  T H E Y  A R E  i \ O T  C O N S T .  S A M E  F C R  S T M T  8 1  
I T I ? = T I l + O E L X t ( r p s i k / V E l )  
L 2 = T I 2 / n [ L r  
J ? = L 2 + 1  
5 0  r G 3  =  T G A S  { 1 , J ? U )  
V E 5  =  V E L T Y (  1 , J 2 + 1  )  
Y G b  =  Y G A S  {  I  ,  J 2 - I  1  )  
D  T  =  T  Î  M  L  {  1  ,  J  2  +  1  )  -  T  I  L  
C A L L  T R  I G L { T I  1  ,  T G I  ,  V C l  ,  Y G I  ,  T S l , W L l , Y S  I  , D M 1 , C G I , r S 3 , W L 3 , Y S 3 , T G 5 ,  
1  V E 5 , Y G 5 , D T )  
I F  ( N C H E K )  7 2 , 7 2 , 2 0 0 0  
7 2  L 2 = F T I 2 / D E L T  
J N E W 2 = L 2 + 1  
I F  ( J N E W 2 - J 2 )  5 1 , 5 2 , 5 1  
5 1  J 2 = J N E W 2  
G O  T O  5 0  
5 2  T I M E {  1  ,  J 2  )  = F T  I  2  
T G A S (  1 , J 2  l = F T G 2  
V E L T Y (  1  , J 2 ) = F V : 2  
Y G A S ( 1  , J 2  )  = F Y G 2  
T S û L D ( 1 , J 2 ) = r T S 2  
W L G A D ( 1  ,  J 2  ) = F K L 2  
Y S T A R (  I  , J 2  1  = F Y S 2  
D E L M (  1 , J 2  ) = F D M 2  
D E L C '  (  1 ,  J ?  )  = r n c 2  
T G A S ( 2  , J 2 ) = F 1 G 3  
V E L T Y ( 2  , J 2 ) = h V E l  
Y G A S ( 2  , J 2 ) = F Y G i  
n E L N ( 2  ,  J 2  ) =  F l " % 3  
DELQ(2 ,  J2 )= riiC' j 
W L L I A n ( 2 , J 2 ) = ^ l  3  
I S O L D ( 2 , J 2  )  =  T 5 3  
Y S T A R ( 2 , J 2 ) = Y S 3  
J 3  =  J 2  
D T - T  I M L "  (  L  ,  J 2  +  1  ) - T  E  (  1  ,  J 2  )  
8 7  D U  3 0 0  J = J 2 , J E N n  
C A L L  R C C T L  ( T i y : ( l , J ) , T G û S ( l , J ) , V E L T Y ( l , J ) , Y G A S { l , J ) , T S n L U ( l , J ) ,  
1  W L C A ( j ( l , J ) , Y S T A R ( l , J ) , n E L f - ' ( L , J ) , n E L Q { l , J ) ,  
2  T G A S ( 2  , J ) , Y G A S ( 2  , J ) , T S G L n ( 2  , J ) , W L G A D ( 2  , J ) ,  
3  Y S T A R ( 2  , J ) , D E L M ( 2  , J ) , D t L C ( 2  , J ) ,  
4  T I K E ( l , J - f l ) , T G A S ( l , J + l ) , V E L T Y ( l , J + l ) , Y G A S ( l , J + l ) ,  
5  I S O L D ( 1 , J + 1 ) , W L O A n ( 1 , J + 1 ) , Y S T A R ( 1 , J + 1 ) , D E L F ( 1 , J + 1 ) ,  
6  D E L O { 1 , J + 1 ) , D T )  
I F  ( N G H E K )  7 3 , 7 3 , 2 0 0 0  
7 3  I F ( I C : i E K )  6 2 , 6 2 ,  6 3  
6 3  I F ( J - J 2 )  6 6 , 6 4 , 6 6  
6 4  D T - T  I M F ( 1 , J + 1 ) - T 1 1  
C A L L  R E C T L  ( T I  1  , T G  1  , V E 1 , Y G  I  , T S  1 , K L 1 , Y S  1  , D M  1  ,  D O  1 ,  
1  T G A S ( 2  , J ) , Y G A S ( 2  , J ) , T S L L C ( 2  , J ) , W L C A D ( ?  , J ) ,  
2  Y S T A R  ( 2  , J ) , n E L V i ( 2  , J ) , D E L C ( 2  , J ) ,  
3  T I N F ( l , J H l ) , T G A S { l , J + l ) , V E L T Y ( l , J + l ) , Y C A S ( l , J + l ) ,  
4  I S O L D ( 1 , J + 1 )  , W L O A P (  1  ,  J 4  1  )  ,  Y S T A R ( 1 , J + 1 )  , D E L f ( 1 , J  +  1 )  ,  
5  D F L P  (  1  ,  J - t l  )  ,  D  I  )  
I F  ( N C I ' E K )  6 2 , 6 2 , 2 0 0 0  
6 6  I F  (  1  l i - ^  r  (  1  ,  J -  ]  )  )  ? n 0 0 , 6 ^ , 6 b  
6 h i:.T-rM4['FLT 
C A L L  R i : C T L  ( I I  M [  (  1  ,  J - 1  )  ,  T G A  S  (  1  ,  J -  1  )  ,  V F  L  T  Y  (  1  ,  J - 1  )  ,  Y G  A S  ( 1  ,  J - 1  )  ,  
1  T S D L I M  1  ,  J - 1  )  , U L O A D (  1  ,  J -  1  )  ,  Y S T A R {  1  , J -  1  )  , C E L K { 1 , J - 1 )  ,  
2  n r L ( . M  1  ,  J - 1  )  ,  
3  T G A S ( ?  , J - 1 ) , Y G A S ( 2  , J - 1  )  , T S G L D ( 2  ,  J - 1 )  ,  W L • A D ( 2  
4  J - 1 ) , Y S T A R ( 2  , J - 1 ) , C [ L K ( 2  , J - 1 ) , D E L G ( 2  ,  J - 1  )  ,  
5  T I M E ( l , J + l ) , T G A S ( l , J + l ) , V E L T Y ( l , J + l ) , Y G A S ( l , J 4 l ) ,  
6  T S G L r ) ( l , J + l ) , W L U A O ( l , J + l ) , Y S T A R ( l , J  +  l ) , D h " L F ( l , J + l ) ,  
7  D C - L Q (  1  ,  J + 1  )  , n T )  
I F  ( N C H C K I  7 4 , 7 4 , 2 C C 0  
7 4  I F (  I C H E K )  6 2 , 6 2 , 6 7  
6 7  W R i r n  [ J D T P U T  T A P ! -  2 , 1 2  
1 2  F U K M A T  ( 1 H 0 , 2 7 H  ( r i M ^ ) - T I M 4 )  E X C E E D S  2 X D E L T )  
G U  T O  2 0 0 0  
6 2  T G A S ( 2  , J + l ) - F T G \ b  
V E L T Y ( 2  , J + l ) = r v E L 6  
Y G A S ( 2  , J + 1 I - F Y G 4 C  
T S U L C ( 2  , J + 1 ) = F T S C 6  
W L G A  [ H 2  , J + 1 ) = F ' a L C 6  
Y S T A R ( 2  , J 4 l ) = F Y S T 6  
D E L X t Z  , J + l ) = F D i : M 6  
D E L Q ( 2  , J  +  1  ) = F D ^ 0 6  
D T = D E L T  
3 0 0  C U N T I N U E  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 3 3 3 , X  
3 3 3  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 0 , E 1 3 . 4 )  
F O L L O W I N G  C A R D  W A S  U S F D  F O R  R U N  1 0 5  
n o  2 2 2  J = 2 l , J E \ 0 , 2 0  
A  B E E T E R  W A Y  I S  J  =  2 1 , J M A  X , 2 0  
D O  2 2 2  J  =  J 2  ,  J N ' . A X  ,  2  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 1 6 ,  T I N ' E ( 1 , J  ) , Y G A S ( 2 , J  ) , V E L T Y ( 2 , J  
1  T G A S ( 2 , J  ) , T S G L D ( 2 , J  ) , W L 0 A n ( 2 , J  
2  Y S T A R ( 2 , J  )  
2 2 2  C O N T I N U E  
1 6  F O R M A T  (  I H C , :  3 X , 7 ( E  1  3 . 4  )  )  
D O  6 0 0  J  =  J j , J ' - ' A X  
Y G A S {  l , J ) = Y G f S ( ? , J )  
600 
V E L T Y {  1  ,  J ) = v r  L 1  Y ( 2 , J )  
T G A S (  1 ,  J )  =  T G A S ( ? , J )  
T S i J L D  (  1  ,  J  )  - T S Û L D  ( 2 ,  J )  
W L C A D  ( I , J  )  = W L C ) A n  ( 2 ,  J )  
Y S T A R I  1 , J ) = Y S 1  A I M 2 , J )  
D E L M ( 1 , J ) = C E L M ( 2 , J )  
D l L Q (  1  ,  J ) = U E L O ( 2 , J  I  
R E W I N D  K  
W R I T E  I  A P E  K ,  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
WRITE TAPE K, 
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
W R I T E  T A P E  K ,  
K  =  K +  1  
I F  ( K - K L I M D  
J  )  I 
J  )  t  
( rI 
( Y G A S (  1 ,  
(  V  E  l .  T  Y  (  1  ,  J  )  
(  1  C V S  ( I  ,  J  )  ,  
(  T S C L C I  I  ,  J  )  
{  u  L  r j  A  0  (  1  ,  J  )  
(  r S T A R d  ,  J )  
(  [ :  E  L  M  (  1  ,  J  )  ,  
(  [ . E L O  
B4,89,yO 
J  =  J 2  ,  J M A X )  
J = J 2 , J M A X )  
,  J  =  J 2 , J M A X )  
J  =  J 2 ,  J f ' A X  )  
,  J  =  J ? ,  J M A X )  
,  J  r  J  2  ,  J  A  X  )  
,  J  =  J  2  ,  J  M  A  X  )  
J = J 2 , J M A X )  
J=j2,jyAX) 
8 9  J 2 = l  
R E A D  T A P E  K  ,  (  T  I  N ,  E  ( I  ,  J  )  ,  J  = 1  »  J M A X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  ( Y G A S (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  = I  ,  J M A X )  
R E A D  T A P E  K  ,  ( V E L T Y ( 1  »  J  )  , J  = 1 , J M A X )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  { T G A S ( 1 ,  J  )  J  J  = 1  ,  J K A X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K  ,  ( T S U L D ( 1  ,  J  )  ,  J  = 1 ,  J M A X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  { W L O A D ( 1  ,  J  )  »  J  = 1  ,  J  M  A  X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K  ,  ( Y S T  A R (  1  ,  J  )  ,  J  = 1  ,  J  f :  A  X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  ( D C L M t l ,  J  )  ,  J  = 1  , J M A X  )  
R E A D  T A P E  K ,  ( C E L U I  1 ,  J  )  ,  J  1  , J M A X )  
T G A S ( 2 , 1  )  =  E T G A 6  
V E L T Y ( 2 , 1 ) = r V E L 6  
M Ln 
Y G A S ( 2 , 1 ) = r Y n A 6  
1  S G L D  (  ?  ,  1  )  = F  T S C 6 .  
W L G A D  { ?  , \ )  = F W L i : 6  
Y S  r  A R ( ? , 1  )  -  T Y S  T 6  
n  F .  L  M  (  2  ,  1  )  =  F  r  r  { )  
n  F  L  0  (  ?  ,  1  )  =  I -  F  6  
G O  T U  8 7  
9 0  i r  ( X - X M A X )  R j , 2 0 0 0 , 2 0 0 0  
2 0 U 0  S T O P  
E N U  
S U P R O U T I ^ E  T A X I S  ( T G A  1  , Y G A  1  ,  T S C  1  ,  W L U  1  , Y  S T 1  ,  T G A 5 , Y G û 5 )  
C 
C U K M C w  T O L t ' ' . , C L F r K , C n n F I I ,  A R E A ,  P G ,  P K F S S ,  T a , , - J M A X , O F L T  ,  S M T C ,  R h C r t . C S  ,  
1  G A y ^ - ^  ,  X ' C  ,  S  I  G ^ : A  ,  D E L  X  ,  E ^ S  [  N ,  K G A S  ,  A  J C G \ S  V O ,  K O ,  A L P H A  ,  C P  ,  B E T A  ,  
2  F T S 5 , F W L 5 , F Y S 5 ,  
3  F T I 2 , r T G 2 , F V h " 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D y 2 , F D Q 2 , F r G 3 , l - V E 3 ,  h 
4 FYG3,ruy3,Fn03, S 
5  F T G A 6 , r V F L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F T S G 6 , F l > . L G 6 , F Y S T 6 , F C E K 6 , F C G 0 6 ,  I C H E K , N C H r K  
D  I  rirNSIOx T S Û  3  ( 3 1 ) ,  W L G 5  ( 3 1 )  ,  Y S T 5  (  3  I  )  ,  C F X S I  3 1 ) ,  f ) E Q 5  (  3 1  )  
n E M  =  A M L ) F L ( Y G A l , Y S T l )  
U E W 1 = Q U E L (  F G A l  ,  T S G l  )  
T S L J5 (  1  )  =  T S U l  +  O L L T f  S G L T  (  W L O l  , n E K  1  , n E a i  )  
W L U 5 ( i ) = W L C l  +  l ) E L T » S I G M A i f n E M l  
Y S T S ( 1 ) = S T A Y ( T S G S ( 1 ) , W L G 5 ( 1 ) )  
D E M 5  (  1  )  =  A M C E L  (  Y G A d  ,  Y S T ^ j  (  1  )  )  
D E G 5 (  1  ) = Q D C L ( T G A 5 , T S 0 5 ( 1 )  )  
n o  1 0 0  N = 1 , , N M A X  
0 M 1 5 = 0 . b * ( C F y i + D E M 5 ( N ) )  
0 0 1 5  =  0 . 5 *  (  L  E U l + O E O S  ( " 1 )  )  
W L 1 5 = 0 . 5 * ( k L 0  1 + W L G 5 ( N ) )  
T S U ' J  (  o  1  )  =  T S 0 1  +  r H  L T ï ^ S G L T  (  U L  , D M 1 5  ,  D O l  5  )  
W L l l b  (  N 4  1  )  =  ' . ' . L [ U  - t  H F L  T  f ^ S  I  G H  4 *  O K  1 5  
Y S I 5 ( N + l ) = S T A Y ( T S i ) : ' .  C - j + l )  , W L Q 5 ( r s + L )  )  
n E M 5 ( \ f 1 ) = A M n r L ( Y 5 , Y S T S ( ,nI + 1 ) ) 
D  E  ( ;  5  (  N  +  1  )  =  i v  D  e -  L  (  T  r .  A  ; ,  ]  S  C  5  (  N  +  1  )  )  
D W L O =  W L O S  (  N +  1  )  - ; a t J D  (  N  )  
A D W L 0  =  A I 3 S r  (  O W L l ;  )  -  (  K L C )  (  \ ' +  1  )  t  T O L E R  )  
I F  ( A D K L O )  
1 2  O T S U =  T S U b  (  , \ + 1  ) - T S [ 3 5  {  N  )  
A 0 T S Q = A n S F ( D T S U ) - ( T S U 5 ! N + l ) * T 0 L E ^ )  
I F  ( A O T S O )  1 0 , 1 0 , 1 3  
1 3  I F  ( N M A X - N )  1 5 , 1 5 , 1 4  
1 4  G O  T D  1 0 0  
1 5  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 2 0  
2 0  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 0 , 2 4 H  T A X I S  D O E S  N O T  C O N V E R G E )  
N C h E K = + l  
R E T U R N  
1 0  F  T S 5 =  T S U 5 ( K + 1  )  
F W L 5 = W L 0 5 ( N + I )  
F Y S 5 = Y S T 5 ( N + 1 )  
G O  T O  1 1  
1 0 0  C O N T I N U E  
1 1  C U N T  I N U  =  
N C H E K = -  I  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
S U B R O U T I N E  T R I G L  ( T I  1 , T G 1 , V E 1 , Y G 1 , T S  1 , K L 1 , Y  S 1 , D M  1  ,  C Q 1 , T S  3 , U L 3 , Y S 3 ,  
1  T G 5 , V E 5 , Y G 5 , D T )  
C O M M O N  T O L E R  ,  C O E F K  ,  C O E F H ,  A R E A  ,  P O ,  P R E S S  ,  T O  , N M A X  ,  D E L  r ,  S M T O  ,  R h U l i ,  C S  ,  
1  G A y > ' A  ,  W C  ,  S  I  G M A  .  D E L X  ,  E P S I  N , R G  A S  ,  A J C O N  ,  V O ,  X Ù  ,  A L P H A  , C P  ,  B E T A  ,  
2  F T S 5 , F W L 5 , F Y S 5 ,  
3  F T I 2 , r T G 2 , F V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F ' J L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , F D Q 2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , E D M  3 , F D Q 3 ,  
5  F T G A 6 , F V E L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F T S 0 6 , F % L C 6 , F Y S T 6 , F C E M 6 , F C E Q 6 , I C H E K , N C H E K  
D I  ' • • " N S I l l N  T  I  ?  (  U  )  ,  r S 2  (  3  1  )  ,  W L 2  (  3 1  )  ,  Y S 2 (  n  )  ,  Y G 2  (  3 1  )  ,  V E 2  (  3 1  )  ,  T G 2 (  3 1  )  
1  , n K ?  (  3 1  )  , n 0 2  (  3 1  )  ,  V r : 3 (  3 1  )  ,  Y G 3  (  3 1  )  ,  T G 3 {  3 1  )  , D M 3  ( 3 1  )  , D Q 3 (  3 1 )  
T I 2 (  1  )  =  T I 1 + 0 E L X « ( E P S I N / V E 1 )  
T S 2  (  1  )  =  T S  1  f  (  T  1  2 (  n - r  I  1  )  f  S U L T (  W L  1  ,  O . X l  ,  D C l  )  
W L 2 ( l ) = W L l + ( r î 2 ( l ) - T I l ) * S I G M A * n % l  
Y S 2 {  I  ) - S T A Y ( T S 2 (  1  )  ,  W L 2 (  1  )  )  
R A F  1 0 =  (  T  I  2  (  ] ) -  T  I  1 )  / I D T  
Y G 2  (  1 )  =  Y G H  l U a  I L J ï  (  Y G ' S - Y G l  )  
V E 2 ( l ) = V E l - t R A T I G « ( V E S - V E l )  
T G 2 ( l ) = T G l + R A T i n * ( T G 5 - T G l )  
D M 2  (  1  )  =  A M D h L  (  Y  ( •  2  (  1  )  ,  Y  S  2  (  1  )  )  
D Q 2  (  1  )  = ' j O t L  (  1  G 2  {  1  )  ,  T S 2  (  1  )  )  
V E 3 ( 1 ) = V [ 2 ( 1 ) + C E L X * C A S V ( T G 2 ( 1 ) , D F 2 ( 1 ) , C G 2 ( 1 ) )  
YG3 ( l ) = Y G l + n E L X * G 0 N C ( Y G l , l G l , V E l ,nMl) 
T G 3 (  1  )  =  T G l + n E L X « G A S T  (  T G I  ,  V E  1  . H N ' l  ,  n C l  )  
D M 3 (  1  ) - A r , D E L  (  Y G 3  (  1  )  , Y S 3 )  
D Q 3 { 1 ) - O D E L { T G 3 ( 1 ) , T S 3 )  
D O  2 0 0 *  N =  1  ,  N M A X  
V E 1 3 = 0 . 5 * ( V E 1 + V E 3 ( N ) )  
T I 2 ( N + l )  =  T l l  +  n c L X * ( E P S I . M / V E 1 3 )  
D M 1 2  =  0 . 5 * (  U M l + i : ? - ' 2  ( N )  )  
U Q 1 2 = 0 . 5 * ( D U 1 4 C C 2 ( N ) )  
W L 1 2 = 0 . 5 s ( W L 1 4 X L 2 ( N ) )  
T S 2 ( N + l ) = T S l + ( T I 2 ( N + l ) - T I l ) * S C L T ( W L 1 2 , C r i 2 , C C 1 2 )  
W L 2 ( N  +  1  ) = W L 1 +  (  T I 2 ( r \ J  +  l  ) - T I  1  )  « S I G M A « D K 1 2  
Y S 2 ( , M + 1  ) = S T A Y (  T S 2 ( . \ i + l  )  ,  H L 2 ( N + 1  )  )  
R A T I G = ( T I 2 ( N + ] ) - T I 1 ) / D T  
Y G 2 ( N + 1 ) = Y G 1  +  R A T I 0 M Y G 5 - Y G 1 )  
V E 2 ( \ + l ) = V r i + R A T I G ^ ( V E 5 - V E l )  
T G 2 ( \ + 1 ) = T G 1 + R A T I 0 * ( T G 5 - T G 1 )  
D M 2  ( N +  1  )  =  A ^ ' D E L  (  Y G 2  {  N +  1  )  ,  Y S 2 ( N + 1  )  )  
D 0 2  (  I V 1 +  1  )  -  Q I : E L  (  I  G 2  (  \  +  1  )  ,  T S 2 (  N  +  1 )  )  
D M 2 3 = 0 . 5 » ( D M 2 ( \ + 1 ) + D M 3 ( N ) )  
C O 2  3  =  0  .  5  ?  (  A  +  1  )  4  P Q  3  (  N  )  )  
TG?3 = 0.S<(lG?(,\-tl)+TC3(!Nj)) 
V E 3 ( N + l ) = V C ? ( N + l ) + n E L X * G 4 5 V ( T G ? 3 , D X 2 3 , C C 2 3 )  
Y G 1 3 = 0 . 5 * ( Y G l + Y G 3 ( N ) )  
T  G  1  3  =  0  .  ^  M  T  G  1  M  G  3  (  \ i  )  )  
V E ; 1 3  =  0 . 5 M \ / E H V F 3 ( A + 1 ) )  
D M 1  3  =  0 .  5 »  (  C M  1  +  C M 3  (  )  )  
YG3( N +l)=YGl+ n [LX*CC^C(YG13,TG13,VE13,Cri3) 
CQ13=0.5«(D01+DQ3(NI) 
T G 3 ( i M + l )  =  T G l  +  D E L X < G A S T ( T G 1 3 , V E 1 3 , D y i 3 , C G 1 3 )  
D M 3 ( N  +  1  )  =  A M O E L  (YG3{N + 1 )  , Y S  3 )  
D Q  3  (  N  +  1  )  =  Q  i :  E  L  (  T  G  3  (  \  +  1 )  ,  r  S  3  )  
D V E = V E 3 ( N + 1 ) - V E 3 ( N )  
A D V E = A B S F ( D V E ) - ( V C 3 ( U + l ) e T 0 L E R )  
I F  ( A D V E )  2 ? , ? 2 , 2 4  
2 2  n T G  =  T G 3 ( r \ l + L ) - 7 G 3 ( ' M )  
A D  r G  =  A b S F  (  O T G  )  -  (  T G 3  (  . J  +  1  )  ^ - 1  G L E i O  
I F  ( A  D t  G )  2 3 ,  2  3  ,  2 4  
2 3  D Y G = Y G 3 ( N + 1 ) - Y G 3 ( N )  
A D Y G  =  A O S F ( U Y G ) - ( Y G 3 ( M + I ) «  T G L E R )  
IF ( A D Y G )  30,30,24 
2 4  I  F  (  N f - ' A X - ; M  )  2 6  ,  2 6 ,  2  b  
2 5  G U  T C  2 0 0  
2 6  W R I T E  f J U T P L T  T A P E  2 , 2 7  
2 7  F O R M A T  ( 1 H C , 2 4 H  T ' U G L  D O E S  N O T  C O N V E R G E )  
N C H E K  =  +  I  
R E T U R N  
3 0  F Y G 3 = Y G 3 ( N + I )  
F V E 3  =  V E 3 ( N - t  1  )  
F T G 3 = T G 3 ( N 4 1 )  
FDN3-P^13(N-t 1 ) 
F D Q 3  =  D 0 3  (  N - t  I  )  
FTI2 = T I2(N41) 
F T G 2 = T G 2 ( N + 1 )  
F V L 2 = V E 2 ( N 4 1 )  
F Y G 2 = Y G 2 ( N + 1 )  
F T S 2 = T S 2 ( N 4 I )  
F W L ?  =  W L  ? ( N + 1  )  
F Y S ? - Y S ? ( M + 1  I  
F n r , 2 = D M ?  (  N +  1  )  
FDU?=DÙ2(N41) 
G O  T O  3 1  
2 0 0  C U . \ T I N I J F '  
3 1  C U N T I N U "  
i N C H E K = -  1  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
S U B R U U T  I  i N F  R F C T L  ( T I M 2 , T G A 2 , V E L 2 , Y G A 2 , T $ 0 2 , X L 0 2 , Y S T 2 , U E X 2 , [ E Q 2 ,  
1  T G A 3 , Y G A 3 , T S D 3 , W L U 3 , Y S T 3 , D E M 3 , D E C 3 ,  
Ln 
2  T I M 5 , T G A b , V E L 5 , Y G A 5 , T S 0 5 , W L U 5 , Y S T 5 , 0 [ r 5 , [ E C 5 , D T I  ^  
C O M M O N  T O L [ R , C O r ^ K , C U [ F H , A R E A , P U , P R E S S , T O , N M A X , D E L T , S H T O , R F C b , C S ,  
1  G A M M A  ,  W O  ,  S  I G M A  ,  D E L X  ,  E P S  1  , N ,  R G A S  ,  A J C O . N  , V O , X O , A L P H A , C P , B E T A ,  
2  F T S i ) ,  r W L ^ > ,  F Y S ' . ,  
3  P T I 2 , F T G ? , r V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , F D Q 2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F n M 3 , F 0 Q 3 ,  
5  F r G A 6 , F V E L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F T S U 6 , F W L G 6 , F Y S T 6 , F C E M 6 , F C E G 6 , I C H E K , N C H E K  
D I M E N S I O N  T  I M A ( 3  1  )  , V E L 4 ( 3 1 ) , Y G A 4 ( 3  1  )  ,  Y S T 4 ( 3 1 )  ,  
1  T G A A ( 3 1 ) , T S 0 4 ( 3 1  )  , W L 0 4 ( 3 1  )  , 0 E M 4 ( 3 1 )  , D E Q A ( 3 1  )  ,  
2  V E L 6 { 3  1  )  , Y G A 6 ( 3 1 ) , Y S T t ( 3 1 ) ,  
3  T G A 6 ( 3  1 ) , T S 0 6 ( 3 1 ) , W L G 6 ( 3 1 )  , C E M 6 ( 3 1 ) , O E O f c ( 3 1  )  
V E L 6  (  1  )  =  V E L 5  +  D E L X » G A S V  (  T G A 5  , D E M i 5 ,  D E G 5  )  
T  I M A  (  1  )  -  T  I  M 3 - D E L X S  (  E P S  I I\ ' / V L L 6  (  1  )  )  
T S U 4 ( l ) = T S L ? 4 ( T I M A ( l ) - T I M 2 ) * S 0 L T ( % L 0 2 , C E M 2 , n C Q 2 )  
W L 0 4 (  1  ) = W L C ? +  (  r  I M 4 (  1  ) - r I M 2 )  » S I G M A  « D E M 2  
Y S T A (  1 ) = S T A Y ( T S O A (  1  )  , W L O A (  1  )  )  
R A T I U = ( T I M b - T 1 X 4 ( 1 ) ) / U T  
Y G A 4 ( 1 ) = Y G A 5 - R A T I Û - ( Y G A 5 - Y G A ? )  
VEL4(l)=V2L^-RAriO*(VEL5-VELZ) 
TGA4 ( 1 ) = T G,\')-? AT 1.1 > ( TGA5- FGAZ ) 
DCM4( 1 )=AMC[L(YGA4( 1 ) ,YST4( 1 ) ) 
CECA( 1 )=CrELITGA4( 1 ) ,TS04( 1 ) ) 
PUT I;\l r-JIIIAL FST [••lATc-S UF VALUES AT PCINT 6 IF NECESSARY 
DO 3C0 i\l= 1 , NJ^AX 
TG56=(TG45+TGAb(N)) / 2 . G  
DMt)6=( nEfrj + nEy6(M) )/?.0 
nQb6=( DEC5 + I)EU6 ( N ) )/2 . 0 
VEL6(N+l)=VEL54nELA »GASV(TG56,DM56,CC^6) 
VE46=(VEL4(N)+VEL6(,N+1))/2.C 
T I K4 ( N+ 1 ) = T IM5-nELX •» ( EPS I N/ VE46 ) 
DM24= ( DEi-l2 + l)EM4 ( ,N ) )/2 . 0 
DQ24-(DLQ?+DEQ4(\))/2.C 
WL24 = 0.5« (WL02+WL04(\) ) 
TSU4 ( iM + 1 ) = TSOP + ( T I •'•4 ( N + 1 )-T liX2 ) eSOL T ( WL , DiV24 , D024 ) 
WL04 ( N+l ) =' , - ,102+ ( T I .''•4 ( M + 1 ) - T I M2 ) S I G K A « [ :  Y 2 4 
Y S T4(;n! + 1 ) = S T A Y (  rSG4Cl+l ) , W L U4(;n 1+1 ) ) 
RM 10= ( T I M5-T I y4 ( ,NI+ 1 ) ) /DT 
Y G A 4  (  N - t  1  )=YG45-UAT I  U< ( YGA5-YGA2 ) 
VFL4(,M+l)=ycL5-RATia»(VEL5-VEL2) 
TGA4(N+])=rGA5-XAriO*(TGA5-TGA2) 
DEN'4 ( N+ 1 ) =AM()EL ( YGA4 ( N+1 ) , YST4 ( N+1)) 
DEU4(N+1)=UDEL(TGA4(N+1),TS04(N+1)) 
DM36=(OEM3 + nEM6(N ) ) /2.0 
D036=(DEU3+DFQ6{\))/2»0 
WL36=0.5B(WL03+ULn6(N)) 
TSG6 { N+ 1 ) = TSC]3 + rT »St]LT ( WL36 , CM36 , DQ36 ) 
WL06(N+1 )=WL[]3 + nT *SIGMA*DM36 
YST6CnI+1 ) =STAY { TSGO ( 1 ) ,WL06{N+1 ) ) 
YG46-(YGA4(K + 1 )+YGA6(N) )/2.0 
T G4 6 =(T GA 4 IN + 1 ) + T G A 6(N ) I / 2 . 0 
Vr46=(VEL4(N4 1l+VFLA(N+l) )/2.0 
CM4 6= ( DFM4 (!^4 1 ) 4 [: Ef- 6(r^) II /2. C 
Y G A 6 { N + 1 ) = Y G A 4 ( \ + 1 ) + D E L X  *CUNC(YG46,TC46,VE46,DK46) 
DQ46=(DEQ4(N+1 )+[.'E(.6(N) )/2.0 
TGA6 ( N+1 ) = TGA4 1 )-t OELX *GAS T { TG46 , VE46 , DIV46 , DQ46 ) 
D  E  K  6  { i \  4 - 1  )  =  A  N -  n  F  L  {  Y  G  A  6  (  N  +  1  )  ,  Y  S  T  6  (  ) \  +  1  )  )  
D E Q 6 ( N + 1  ) = u U ) F L  ( T G A o ( i U l  )  ,  T S U A ( N  +  l  )  )  
I F ( T l S T ( V G 1 . 6 ( N + 1 )  , V E L 6 ( M )  )  )  3 2 , 3 2 , 3 6  
3 2  I F (  T E S r { y G A 6 ( r . +  l  )  , V G A 6 ( N )  )  )  3 3  ,  3 3  ,  3 6  
3 3  I F ( T t S r (  l G A 6 ( r o  1  )  , T G A 6 ( f J )  )  )  3 4 , 3 4  ,  3 6  
3 4  I F ( T E S T ( T S ( J 6 { r H  1  )  ,  T S D 6 ( : ^ ( )  )  )  3 5 , 3 5 , 3 6  
3 5  I F (  r F S T ( W L l j 6 ( i \ U  )  , V ; L n 6 ( ^ M )  )  )  4 0 , 4 C , 3 6  
3 6  I F ( N M A X - N )  3 8 , 3 8 , 3 7  
3 7  G O  r o  3 0 0  
3 B  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 3 9  
3 9  F O R M A T  ( l U 0 , ? 4 h  R F C T L  D O E S  M O T  C O N V E R G E )  
N C H E K = + 1  
R E T U R N  
4 0  F V E L 6  =  V E L 6 ( N - i l )  
F Y G A 6 = Y G A 6 ( N + 1 )  
F T G A 6 = T G A 6 ( 1 )  
F T S 0 6 = T S Û 6 ( N + 1 )  
F W L 0 6  =  W L 0 6  (  N - t  1  )  
F Y S T 6 = Y S 1 6 ( \ + 1 )  
F D E M 6  =  D ' i M 6  {  \ +  1  )  
F D E 0 6 = D F G 6 ( N + 1 )  
I F  (  (  T  I K b - T  I N 4  (  i \ +  1  )  ) - D T  )  4 2  ,  4 2 ,  4 3  
4 2  I C H t " K = ~ l  
G O  T O  4  1  
4 3  I C H E K = 4 I  
G O  T O  4  1  
3 0 0  C O N T H n I U E  
4 1  C O N T I N U E  
N C H E K = -  1  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
F U N G  T  I f  I N  T c S T ( A , U )  
C O M M U N  T C L L R  ,  C G F F K  , C O F F H  ,  A R L  A  ,  P U  ,  P ; - ^ .  E S S  ,  T C ,  N K A X  ,  D E L I  ,  S M T O ,  R b C B  , C S  ,  
1 G A X X A r k C , S I C ^ A , n [ L X , E P S I \ , R C A S , A J C U \ , V O , X U , A L P H A , C P , R E T A ,  
2  F T S b . F W L b . F Y S ' j ,  
3  F r i 2 , F T C ; ? , F V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S ? , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , F D Q ? , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F D H 3 , r [ J O ? ,  
5  F T G A 6 , F V r L 6 , F Y C A 6 , F T S U 6 , F k L 0 6 , F Y S T 6 , r D E y 6 , F L E 0 6 , I C H E K , N C H E K  
n=A—D 
A D = A C 5 F  (  0  ) - A < T U L F . R  
I F  ( A D )  1 , 1 , 2  
1  T E S T = - 1 . 0  
R E T U R N  
2  T E S T = + 1 . 0  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
F U N C T I O N  S T A Y ( T , k )  
C G K M C N  T O L E R , C G r r K , C f i : F H , A K E A , F O , P R E S S ,  T O , N , V A X , r i E : L T ,  S M T Q , R h C B , C S  ,  
1  G A ^ i V  A  ,  l - ' C  ,  S  I  G M A  ,  D C  L  X  ,  E P S  I  N  ,  R G A  S  ,  A  J C U N  ,  V Q  ,  X O  ,  A  L  P H  A  ,  C  P  ,  B E  T  A  ,  
2  F  T  S  5  ,  f -  W  L  b  ,  F  Y  S  5  ,  
3  F T I 2 , F T G 2 , F V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , c D Q 2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F D i ' 3 , F G 0 3 ,  
5  F T G A 6 ,  F V E L 6 ,  F Y G A 6 ,  F T  S U 6 ,  F l s L O ô ,  F Y S T 6  , F D E M 6 ,  F C E 0 6  ,  I C H E K  ,  N C H E K  
I F  ( T - 1 . 0 7 4 )  1 , 1 , 2  
1  A = (  1 8 . 0 ? 1 ? < T ) - 2 3 . 5 4  7 0  
B - ( ( - 0 . 2 1 4 6 ) < T ) + 3 . 6 3 9 4  
C = ( ( - 4 4 . 8 0 b ) < T ) + 5 0 . 2 8 0 6  
G U  T C  5  
2  I F  ( 1 - 1 . 1 6 4 )  3 , 3 , 4  
3  A = ( 1 8 . 0  2 1 ? f t T ) - 2 3 . 5 4 7  
B = ( ( - 0 . 2 1 4 6 ) * T ) + 3 . 6 3 q 4  
C = ( ( - 4 4 . 8 O 5 ) « T ) + b O . 2  0 O 8  
G O  T O  5  
4  ] 7 . b 6 n 7 * T 1 - 2 3 . 0 6 1 0  
B = (  ( - 1 C .  3 6 3  1  ) <  T  )  +  1 4 . ^ 3 H V  
C = ( ( - 1 9 . 0 4 0 % I * T ) + 2 j . 2 6 1  
5  P O W L t <  =  A  +  r î t  L O G F  (  W  )  + C »  (  (  L C I G F  ( k ) ) c * 2 )  
S T A Y =  (  l X P F  (  P O W E R  )  )  / P ' l E S S  
R E T U R N  
E N U  
F U N C T I O N  A . X P E L  (  Y G A S  ,  Y S T A R  )  
C O M i Y H N  T U L E R ,  C U E  F K  ,  C U E  F l l ,  A R E A ,  P C J ,  P R E S S  , T Q  , N K A X ,  H E  L T  ,  S M T C ) , R F G u , C S  ,  
1  G A N M A , W 0 , S I C K ^ , D E L X , & P S I N , R G A S , A J C U N , V 0 , X 0 , A L P H A , C F , 8 E T A ,  
2  F  T  S  b  ,  F  V J  L  5  ,  F  Y  S  '  ) ,  
3  F T I 2 , r T G 2 , F V E ? , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F '-,'L? , F Y S 2 , F U K 2 , F n Q 2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F n M 3 , r i : û 3 ,  
5  F r G A 6 ,  F V E L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F T S 0 6 , F V , L 0 6 , F Y S T 6 , F D E M 6 , F C E Q 6 ;  I  C  H  E K  ,  N C H E K  
A M D E L = ( C U E F K c A R F A B p G c P R E S S ) * ( Y G A S - Y S T A R )  
R E r U R N  
E N D  
F U N C T I U N  Q C E L ( T G A S , T S D L H )  
C U M K O N  T O L E R , C O E F K , C O E F H , A R E A , P U , P l E S S , T O , N M A X , D r L T , S M T O , R F U 6 , C S ,  
1  G A P M A , W G , S I G M A , D E L X , E P S I \ , K G A S , A J C O d , V U , X O , A L P H A , C P , B E T A ,  
2  F  T  S  b  ,  F  W  L  5  ,  F  Y  S  b  ,  
3  F T  I 2 , F T G 2 , F V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , F n Q 2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F D X 3 , F C U 3 ,  
5  F T G ' \ 6 , F V E L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F T S n 6 , F W L G 6 , F Y S T 6 , F D E I ^ 6 , F C E G 6 , I C H E K , N C H E K  
QDEL= ( C U E F H » A R E A »rC)&(TSCLD - T G A S )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
F U ' \ C  r  I O N  S U L K  W L G A i : , n !£ l im , D E L Q )  
c u n x u n  r u l t r j c u e f k  , c o e f h ,  a r e a  ,  p u ,  p r e s s ,  t c t k m a x ,  d e l  r ,  s m t g , R f - C B , c s ,  
1  gami' . 'a ,  wc,s igma,delx ,epsi .m,rgas  ,ajcon,vo,xo,  a lpha,cp ,3eta ,  
2  F  r S ' S  , F W L 5 ,  F Y S 5 ,  
3  r T I Z , F r G ? , F V E ? , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D N 2 , F D Q 2 , F r G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F U y 3 , F D Q 3 ,  
5  f r g a 6 , f v f l 6 , f y g ^ 6 , f t s u 6 , f s l 0 6 , f y s t 6 , f d e m 6 , r c f q 6 , i c h e k , n c h e k  
O C L H = S . l l l f W L U A n - ( 1 . 9 1 6 6 E  0 4 )  
SnLT=( (-1 .Û)«GAMyA)i( (GELH^DFLK)+DÉLQ) 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
FUNCTION GASV(TG\S,UELM,DELO) 
c o x r , G N  T O L r R , c i : r r K , c o E F H , a r e a , p G , P R E S S ,  t o , : j m a x , o e l t , s m t o , r i - g b , c s ,  
1  G A M M A  ,  W C  ,  S  I G M  A  ,  I H -  L  X  ,  E P S  I  r j ,  R G  A S  ,  A  J C O N  , V O , X n , A L P H A , C P , b t t a ,  
2  F T S 5 , F W L 5 , F Y S 5 ,  
3  FTI2 , F T G 2 , F V C 2 ,FYG2,FTS2 , F W L ?,rYS2,FDy2,FD02 , F r G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F n y 3 , F P 0 3 ,  
5  F T G A 6 , F V E L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F T S 0 6 , F % L 0 6 , F Y S T 6 , F D E r 6 , F C E 0 6 , I C H E K , N C H E K  
G A S V =  (  (  A L P H A ' J t  G A S  » C F L f - '  )  /  P l ^ E S S  )  »  (  (  (  A  J C G N « R G A S  )  /  C P  )  -  1.01)  + (  (  B E T A ^delq 
I  )  / P R E S S )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
r U N C T  I l I ' vJ  C C M C  (  Y G A S  ,  T G A S  ,  V E L T Y  ,  L E L M  )  
COKMCN T O L lR  ,CGrrK , C O E F H  ,  A R E A  ,  P G  ,  P R E S S  ,  T O  ,  : \ f ^ A v  ,  d e  L T  ,  S M i n ,  K h C B j C S  ,  
1  G A r K A , U C , S I C N A , n E L X , E P S I N , ^ G A S , A J C a N , V O , X O , A L P H f , C P , B E T A ,  
?  P T S b , F W L 5 , F Y S 5 ,  
3  F T I 2 , F T G 2 , F V E 2 , F Y G ? , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D y ? , F D 0  2 , F T G 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F n r ^ 3 ,  F D Q 3 ,  
5  F T G A 6 , F V E L 6 , F Y G A 6 , F  T S O ô , F U L 0 6 , F Y S T 6 , F D E M 6 , F C G G 6 , I G U E K . N C H E K  
C 0 \ C  =  A L P H A « ( Y G A S - 1 . 0 ) < ^ { ( T G A S « D b L N ) / ( P P . E S S * V E L T Y ) )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
F U i \ G T  I  U N  G A S T (  T  G  A  S  ,  V E  L  T  Y  ,  D  E  L M  ,  C  E  L  U  )  
C O K M O N  T G L E R , C C E F K , C O F F M , A R E  A , P U , P R E S S  ,  T O  , N M A X , D E L [ , S M T G , R H C B , C S ,  
1  G A N ' K A  ,  W C  ,  S  I  G M A  ,  Û E L X  ,  E P S  I  N  , R G A S  ,  A  J C Û N  ,  V O ,  X G ,  A L P H A ,  G P  ,  B E T A  ,  
2  F T S b  ,  F W L 5 ,  F Y S ' j  ,  
3  F T I 2 , F T G 2 , F V E 2 , F Y G 2 , F T S 2 , F W L 2 , F Y S 2 , F D M 2 , F D Q 2 , F r C 3 , F V E 3 ,  
4  F Y G 3 , F D K 3 , F E Q 3 ,  
5  F T G A 6 , F  V E L 6 ,  F Y G A 6 , F T S U 6 ,  F V s L G 6 ,  F Y S T 6 , F D E M 6 , F C E 0 6 ,  I C H E K  , N C H E K  
G A S T = ( ( B E T A * T G A S ) / ( P R E S S « V E L T Y ) ) * ( O E L Q + ( T O * A J C O N * R C A S * T G A S « C E L K ) )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
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APPENDIX D. MAIN PROGRAM OF THE FINITE STAGE MODEL 
The main program of the finite stage model has one sub­
routine subprogram titled RUNGE and one function subprogram 
titled STAY. Some of the less obvious computer words are 
shown below. 
NMAX = maximum number of time increments, in 
each sweep, across all stages of adsorp­
tion elements 
IMAX = maximum number of stages 
TIMAX = maximum reduced time increments of fixed 
bed operation 
YIN = mol fraction of CO2 in the gas coming into 
the stage 
YOUT = mol fraction in the stage (also equal to 
the mol fraction of the stream leaving 
that stage) 
TSNXT = solid temperature after time At 
This quantity also serves as an initial 
condition for the calculation of the next 
time interval. 
AYl = value of mol fraction of a stage being 
saved for the next iteration (started when 
NI'lAX is reached) 
initial condition of the first 
stage. 
r 
Enter DO loop ^  
Call Subroutine 
RUNGE 
< no Are we calculating the first vessel? yes 
— no 
j Calculate the 
1 time increase. 
Substitute the 
• answers in preparation 
for computing the next 
stage. 
the last time increment? 2^ -^ yes — 
Substitute the answers 
in preparation for the 
next round of calculation. 
1 
I  End of DO loop.^ 
Increase the distance 
by one stage length. 
I 
Write out the answers 
no < 
Increase the stage number 
by 1. 
Have we reached the 
stage? 
yes ] 
Have we reached the maximum 
time? 
Set the start of the time for 
the next round of calculation. 
Set the bed length to be 0. 
> ye s 
A D S O R P T I O N  D Y N A M I C S  F I N I T E  S T A G E  M O D E L  
Y . A H N  C H E M  E N G  D E P T  I . S . U .  
R U N  1 1 0  
C O M M O N  
1 
2 
3  
I  
1 
2 
3  
D I M E N S I O N  
B I G O T ,  W B I G , Y B I G . T B I G , T S B I G , P R E S S ,  
C O E F K J C O E F H , A R E A , X O , P O , T O , R H O B , C S , W O T E P S I N ,  
C P , S M I O , E R R , R G A S , A J C O N , V O ,  
C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 , C 9 , C 1 0 , X  
Y I N ( 3 0 1  ) , V I N { 3 0 1 ) , T I N ( 3 0 1  ) , T I M E ( 3 0 1 ) ,  
W N E X T ( 3 0 1 ) ,  
T S N X T ( 3 0 1 ) , Y U U T ( 3 0 1 ) , T O U T ( 3 0 1 ! , V 0 U T { 3 C 1 ) ,  
A W 1 ( 5 1 ) , A Y 1 ( 5 1 ) , A T 1 ( 5 1 ) , A T S 1 ( 5 1 )  
D A T A  S E T  1  
P R E S S A I . 0 6 5 0 3 3  
C Q E F K = 0 . 3 7 5 0 E - G 4  
C 0 E F H  =  2 . 8 9 E - 0 3  I  
A R E A = 3 4 2 . 0  
X 0 = 0 . 0 1 7  
P 0 = 1 . 3 1 5 7 8 9  
T 0 = 5 . D F  0 2  
R H 0 B = 4 7 . 0  
C S = 0 . 2 0 5  
W 0 = 2 . 2 7 2 2 E - 0 3  
E P S I N = 0 . 3 2  
R G A S = 0 . 7 3 0 2  
A J C 0 N = 2 . 7 2 1 3  
V 0 = 1 . 0  
C P = 7 . 2 5  
S M T 0 = 0 . 2  
E R R = 0 . 0 1  
D E L T = 0 . 0 2 5  
N M A X = 2 0 0  
T H I S  I S  S A M E  A S  1  S E C  S I N C E  S M T 0 * D E L T « N M A X = 1 . 0  
N N M A X = N M A X + 1  
X  =  1 . 0  
c 
C O = C O E F K * A R [ A * P O  
C l = S M T G / ( W O * R H Q B )  
C 2 = (  X U * R G A S * T O ) / ( P O * V O )  
C 3 = C 2 » ( 1 . 0 - ( A J C U N « R G A S ) / C P )  
C 4 = C 2 * ( ( A R E A « C D E F H ) / C P )  
C 5 = ( V O  S M T C ) / (  X Q e E P S I N )  
C 6 = I T O » S M T U » R G A S ) / ( P O »  E P S  I N )  
C 7 = ( A R E A * C 0 E F H * R G A S * S M T 0 * T 0 ) / ( E P S I N * C P * P 0 )  
C 8 = ( C 7 * A J C 0 N * R G A S ) / ( A R E A * C O E F H )  
C 9 =  S M T O / ( T O * R H O B * C S )  
C 1 0 = ( S M T 0 * A R E A c C 0 E F H ) / ( R H U B * C S )  
B E D X = 0 . 0  
T  I M E ( 1  ) = 0 . 0  
C 
I M A X = 1 2  
C  W E  H A V E  1 2  S T A G E S  
T I M A X - 3 0 0 . 0  ^  
C  M A X  T I M E  I S  6 0  S E C  S I N C E  S M T 0 = 0 . 2  m  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 5 0  
5 0  F O R M A T  ( I H l ,  8 H  R E S U L T S )  
C  U S E  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  D O  L O O P  I F  I N I T  C O N D  A R E  U N I F O R M  
C  D O  2 0 0  1 = 1 , I M A X  
C  A W 1 ( I ) = 0 . 0 0 1  
C  A T S l { I ) = 1 . 1 2 9  
C  A T I ( I  )  =  A T S 1 ( I )  
C  2 0 0  A Y l  (  I  )  =  S T A Y ( A T S l  ( I  )  , A W 1  (  I  ) )  
D O  2 0 0  1 = 1 , I M A X  
A W l  {  I  ) =  0 . 0 0 1  
A T S l ( I  )  =  1 .  1 2 9  
A T K  I  ) = A T S 1 (  I  )
2 0 0  A Y l (  I  )  =  S T A Y ( A T S I I  I  ) , A W l  I  I ) )  
C  U S E  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  I F  T H E  I N I T  D A T A  A R E  N O N U N I F O R M  
C  D O  2 0 0  1 = 1 , I M A X  
C  R E A D  I N P U T  T A P E  1 ,  2 2 2 , A T  I d ) » A T S l ( I ) , A W l (  I  )  
C  2 0 0  A Y l (  I ) = S T A Y ( A T S K I  )  , A W 1  (  I  )  )  
C  2 2 2  F O R M A T  ( 3 ( E 1 0 . A )  )  
3 0 0 0  D O  3 0 0  N = 1 , N M A X  
Y I N ( N ) = 0 . 1 3 2  
V I N ( N ) = 0 . 2 9 4  
3 0 0  T I N ( N ) = 1 . 1 2 9  
1 = 1 
1 0 0 0  W N E X T ( 1 ) = A W 1 ( I )  
Y O U T ( 1 ) = A Y 1 ( I )  
T O U T !  n= A T l (  I  )  
T S N X T { 1 ) = A T S 1 ( I )  
D O  1 0 3  N = 1 , N M A X  
C A L L  R U N G E t  W N E X T  ( N )  , Y O U T ( N )  ,  T O U T  (  N  )  ,  T  S N  X T  (  N  )  ,  Y  I  N  (  N  )  
1  V I N ( N ) , T I N ( N ) , D E L T )  
8  I F ( I - l )  2 1 , 2 0 , 2 1  
2 0  T I M E ( N + 1 ) = T I M E ( N ) + D E L T  
2 1  Y S B I G = S T A Y ( T S R I G , W B I G )  
R T B I G = C 0 * P R E S S * ( Y B I G - Y S D I G )  
V O U T ( N + 1 ) = V I N ( N ) - ( C 3 » R T B I G « X » T B I G ) / P R E S S  
1  + ( C 4 ; X * ( T S B I G - T B I G ) ) / P R E S S  
W N E X T ( N + 1 ) = W R I G  
Y 0 U T < N + 1 ) - Y B I G  
T O U T ( N + 1 ) - T B I G  
T S N X T ( N + 1 ) = T S B I G  
Y I N ( N ) = Y O U T ( N + I )  
V I N ( N ) = V 0 U T ( N + 1 )  
T I N ( N ) = T 0 U T ( N + 1 )  
I F  ( N - N M A X )  1 0 3 , e O , 1 0 3  
8 0  A W l  ( I  ) = W N E X T ( N + l )  
A Y l ( I ) = Y 0 U T ( N + 1 )  
A T I ( I )  =  T O U T ( N + I )  
A T S K  I  )  =  T S N X T  ( N +  I  J  
G O  T O  8 1  
1 0 3  C O N T I N U E  
8 1  B E D X = B E n X + X  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 5 I , B E D X  
5 1  F O R M A T  ( I H O i F l O . b )  
C  
D O  6 0 0  N = 5 0 » N M A X , 5 0  
C  C H A N G E  A B O V E  S T A T E M E N T  F O R  D I F F E R E N T  O U T P U T S  
6 0 0  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 5 9 , T  I  M E ( N )  ,  Y  I  N ( N )  ,  V  I N ( N ) , T I N ( N )  
5 9  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 0 , 4 ( E 1 3 . 4 ) )  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 6 0 ,  A Y  I { I ) , A T  1 { I ) , A T S l ( I ) , A W l { 1 )  
6 0  F O R M A T  ( 1  H O ,  1 3 X , E 1 3 . 4 , 1 3 X , 3 ( E 1 3 . 4 ) )  
1 = 1  +  1  
I F  ( I - I M A X )  1 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 , 4 0  
4 0  I F  ( T I M E ( N N M A X ) - T I M A X )  4 1 , 2 0 0 0 , 2 0 0 0  
4 1  T I M E ( 1 ) = T I K E { N N M A X )  
B E D X = 0 . 0  
G O  T O  3 0 0 0  
2 0 0 0  S T O P  
E N D  
S U B R O U T I N E  R U N G E  ( W N , Y N , T N , T S N , Y  I N , V  I N , T I N , D E L T )  
C  
C O M M O N  B I G D T ,  W B I G , Y B I G , T B I  G , T S B  I G , P R E S S ,  
1  C O E F K  , C O E F H , A R E A , X O , P O , T O , R H O B , C S , W Q , E P S I N ,  
2  C P , S M T U , E R R , R G A S , A J C O N , V O ,  
3  C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 , C 9 , C 1 0 , X  
B  I G D T  =  D E L T  
1 0 0  D T = B I G O T  
2 0 0  W = W N  
Y  =  Y N  
T  =  T N  
T S = T S N  
J =  1  
3 0 0  Y S r A R = S T A Y ( T S , W )  
R A T E = C O » P R E S S * ( Y - Y S T A R )  
A L 0 A D = C 1 » R A T E  
A C O N C ^ C S * ( Y I N - Y ) * ( ( V I N * T ) / ( T I N / X ) ) + C 6 * R A T E *  ( ( T * ( Y - 1 . 0 ) ) / P R E S S )  
A T G A S = C 5 * ( r i N - T ) e ( ( V I N * T ) / ( T I N / X ) ) + C 7 * ( T S - T ) * ( T / P R E S S ) +  
1  C 8 * R A T E * ( ( T * « 2 ) / P R E S S )  
D E L H = 6 . 1 1 1 f W  - { 1 . 9 1 6 6 E  0 4 )  
A T S O L = ( - 1 . 0 ) * ( C 9 * D E L H * R A T E + C 1 0 * ( T S - T ) )  
G O  T O  (  1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )  , J  
1  O M E G 1 = D T » A L O A D  
Y E T A 1 = D T « A C 0 N C  
G A M A 1 = D T » A T G A S  
S I G M 1 = D T » A T S 0 L  
W = W N + 0 . 5 * 0 M E G 1  
Y = Y N + 0 . 5 * Y E T A 1  
T = T N + 0 . 5 e G A M A l  
T S = T S N + 0 . 5 * S I G M 1  
6 1  J  =  2  
G O  T O  3 0 0  
2  0 M E G 2 = D T f f A L O A D  
Y E T A 2 = D T * A C 0 N C  
G A M A 2 = D T * A T G A S  
S I G M 2 = D T * A T S 0 L  
W = W N + 0 . 5 * 0 M E C 2  
Y = Y N + 0 . 5 * Y E T A 2  
T = T N + 0 . 5 * G A M A 2  
T S = T S N + 0 . 5 * S I G M 2  
62  J  =  3  
G O  T O  3 0 0  
3  0 M E G 3 = D T * A L 0 A D  
Y E T A 3 = D T * A C Q N C  
G A M A 3 = D T * A T G A S  
S I G M 3 = D T * A T S 0 L  
W = W N + 0 M E G 3  
Y = Y N + Y E r A 3  
T = T N + G A M A 3  
T S = T S N + S I G M 3  
6 3  J  =  4  
G O  T O  3 0 0  
4  0 M E G 4 = D T » A L 0 A D  
Y E T A 4 = D T » A C 0 N C  
G A M A 4 = D T * A T G A S  
S I G M 4 = D T » A T S 0 L  
W N = W N + ( ( U M E G 1 + ( 2 . 0 * 0 M E G 2 ) + ( 2 . 0 * 0 M E G 3 ) + C M E G 4 ) / 6 . 0 )  
Y N = Y N + ( ( Y E T A 1 + ( 2 . 0 » Y E T A 2 ) + ( 2 . 0 » Y E T A 3 ) + Y E T A 4 ) / 6 . 0 )  
T N = T N + ( ( G A M A 1 + ( 2 . 0 * G A M A 2 ) + ( 2 . 0 * G A M A 3 ) + G A M A 4 ) / 6 . 0 )  
T S N = T S N + ( ( S I G M l + ( 2 . 0 » S I G M 2 ) + ( 2 . 0 * S I G M 3 ) + S I G M 4 ) / 6 . 0 )  
C 
1 1  W B I G = W N  
Y B I G = Y N  
T B I G = T N  
T S B I G = T S N  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
F U N C T I O N  S T A Y ( T , W )  
C O M M O N  B I G D T ,  W B I  G , Y B I  G , T B I G , T S B  I G , P R E  S S ,  
1  C O E F K , C O E F H , A R E A , X O , P U , T O , R H O B , C S , W O , E P S I N ,  
2  rP , S M T O , E R R , R G A S , A J C O N , V O ,  
3  C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 , C 9 , C 1 0 , X  
I F  ( T - 1 . 0 7 4 )  1 , 1 , 2  
1  A = (  1 8 . 0 2 1 2 « T  ) - - 2 3 . 5 4 7 0  
B = ( ( - 0 . 2 I 4 6 ) » T ) + 3 . 6 3 9 4  
C = ( ( - 4 4 . 8 0 5 ) * T ) + 5 0 . 2 8 0 8  
G O  T O  5  
2  I F  ( T - 1 . 1 6 4 )  3 , 3 , 4  
3  A = ( 1 8 . 0 2 1 2 » T ) - 2 3 . 5 4 7  
B = { ( - 0 . 2 1 4 6 ) » T ) + 3 . 6 3 9 4  
C = ( ( - 4 4 . 8 0 5 ) * T ) + 5 0 . 2 8 0 8  
G O  T O  5  
4  A = ( 1 7 . 5 6 8 7 « T ) - 2 3 . 0 6 1 0  
B = ( ( - 1 0 . 3 6 3 1 ) * T ) + 1 4 . 5 3 8 9  
C = ( ( - 1 9 . 6 4  6 9 ) » T ) + 2 3 . 2 6 1  
5  P O W E R = A + B « L O G F ( W ) + C * ( ( L 0 G F ( W ) ) * * 2 )  
S T A Y = ( E X P F { P O W E R ) ) / P R E S S  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
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APPENDIX E. COMPUTER PROGRAM RUNGE 
A simplified version of this program is used in the 
finite stage model simulation. The more detailed program 
shown here is used to select the size of a proper time 
increment to be used in the main program. 
Program RUNGE for the Determination 
of the Right Time Increment 
START 
stem constants 
and 
e coefficients. 
nitial values 
t a pair of 
increments. 
erro^Limits. 1 
information 
.ncoming flow. 
it X=1.0 
i 
We now have the 
answers obtained 
by using the smaller 
increment. 
I 
Calculate the differences among 
the two answers. 
no 
Decrease the 
increments by half. 
< 
I 
Do they meet the first 
error tolences? 
Is the increment 
less than 0.0000001? 
tions to preserve 
es to be used later. 
no 
substitution. | 1 
< Do they meet more stringent error tolerances? 
yes 
yes 
1 
Input a pair of 
time increments, i 
Set the error limits. 
Decrease the 
increments by h 
Is the increme 
less than O.OOOOi 
^ no 
Set X=1.0 
Make substitutions to preserve 
the initial values to l?e used later. 
no — 
j^^j&nothersubstitutionJ 
Write out the ansi 
Set K=l. J=l. 
STOP 
Substitute the smaller time 
increment for calculation. 
K=2 
Set K=3 
Set K=2 
Input initial values 
Substitute initial 
values 
Computed GO TO branching on K 
Input information 
of the incoming flow. 
Preserve the answers for 
later comparison. 
Calculate the values of the 
r i g h t  h a n d  s i d e s  o f  t h e  s e t  - f  
ordinary differential equatons. 
Computed GO TO branching on J 
which finally gives the 
answers based on the larger 
time increments of the pair. 
Do they meet the first 
error tolences? 
no yes 
Is the increment \ 
less than 0.0000001?/^®® 
Do they meet more 
stringent error tolerances? 
no yes 
STOP 
Write out 
ERROR SMALL 
Write out the answers 
Decrease the 
increments by half 
Calculate the differences among 
the two answers. 
K = 3 
R U N  N O  0 6 4  A C C O U N T  1 0 2 3 1  A N N  E  
C  
c 
c 
c 
F O U R T H  O R D E R  R U N G E  K U T T A  A P P L I E D  T O  F O U R  O R U  D I F F  E Q U A T I O N S  
Y .  A H N  C H E M  E i \ G  I  S  U  
R U N  7 4  U S E D  T O  D E T E R M I N E  T H E  P R O P E R  C E L  T I M E  
C O r M C N  P R E S S  
P R E 5 S = I . 0 6 5 0 3 3  
C  
C O E F K = 2 . 3 0 8 0 E - 0 4  
C 0 E F H = 2 . 8 9 E - 0 3  
A R E A = 3 4 2 . 0  
X 0 = 0 . 0 1 7  
P 0 = 1  .  3 1 5 7 8 9  
T 0 - 5 . 0 E  0 2  
R H G B = 4 7 . 0  
C S = 0 . 2 0 5  
W 0 = 2 . 2 7 2 2 E - 0 3  
E P S I N = 0 . 3 2  
R G A S = 0 . 7 3 0 2  
A J C O N - 2 . 7 2 1 3  
V 0 = 1 . 0  
C P = 7 . 2 5  
S M T O ^ I O . O  
7 1  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 9 9  
9 9  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 , 5 H  1 1 1 1 )  
C O = C G E F K * A R E A * P n  
7 0  C l = S M T O / ( H C * R H O n )  
C 5 = ( V 0 * S M T 0 ) / I  X O * E P S I N )  
C 6 = ( T 0 * S M T 0 * R G A S ) / ( P O » E P S I N )  
C 7 = ( A R E A o C O E F H = R G A S * S M T O * T O ) / ( E P S I N * C P * P O )  
C 8 = ( C 7 * A J C C N * R G A 5 ) / 1 A R E A * C O E F H )  
C 9 =  S M T O / ( T 0 9 R H U H * C S )  
C 1 0 = (  S : - * . T O « A R E A f i C O E F H )  /  ( R H O S » C S  )  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2  ,  9  8  ,  C O  ,  C I ,  C  ,  C  6  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 9 8 , 0 7 , 0 8 , 0 9 , C I O  
9 8  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 0 , 4 I E 1 3 . 4 ) )  
D A T A  S E T  2  
W N = 0 . 0 0 1  
T S N = 1 . 1 2 9  
T N = 1 .  1 2 9  
Y N  =  S T A Y { T S I \ , W ^ J )  
B I G D T ^ O . 1  
S M D T = 0 . 0 5  
E R R = G . 0 1  
S M E R R = U . 0 1 * E R R  
Y I N = 0 . 1 3 2  
V I N = 0 . 2 9 4  
T  I N = 1 . .  1 2 9  
X = 1 . 0  
S U B R O U T I N E  S T A R T  
1 0 0  D T = B I G D T  
K = 1  
W1 = WN 
Y 1  =  Y N  
T 1  =  T N  
T S 1 = T S N  
2 0 0  W = W N  
Y  =  Y N  
T  =  T N  
T S = T S N  
J  =  1  
3 0 0  Y S T A R = S T A Y ( T S , W )  
R A T E = C O F R P R E S S T ( Y - Y S T A R )  
A L 0 A D = C 1 * R A T [  
A C 0 N C = C 5 * ( Y I N - Y ) * ( ( V I N * T ) / ( T I N / X ) ) + C 6 * R A T E *  { ( T » { Y - 1 . 0 ) ) / P R E S S )  
A T G A S = C b * ( T I N - T ) * ( ( V I N t T ) / ( T I N / X ) ) + C 7 * ( T S - T ) * ( T / P R E S S ) +  
1  C S E R A T E * ( ( 1 * * 2 ) / P R E S S )  
D E L H ^ 6 .  1 1 1  « W  - ( 1  . 9 1 6 6 1 :  0 4  )  
A T S 0 L = ( - l . G ) c ( C 9 K D E L H * R A T E + C 1 0 t ( T S - T ) )  
GO TO (1,2,3,4),J 
1  O M E G l = D T < t  A L O A f )  
Y E T A 1 = D T « A C C N C  
G A M A I  =  D T «  A T G A S  
S I G M 1 = D T * A T S 0 L  
k = W N + 0 . 5 * C X [ G l  
Y = Y N + 0 . 5 * Y E T A 1  
T = T N + 0 . 5 » G A M A 1  
T S = T S N  +  0 .  5 < S  I G M  
I F  ( W )  8 2 , 8 2 , 8 1  
8 1  I F  ( T S )  8 2 , 8 2 , 8  3  
8 3  I F  ( Y - 1 . 0 )  6 1 , 8 2 , 8 2  
8 2  S M T O = S M T O / 2 . 0  
W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 8 0  
8 0  F O R M A T  ( l H 0 , 5 f l  2 2 2 2 )  
G O  T O  7 0  
6 1  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2 , 9 4 , W , Y , T , T S  
J  =  2  
9 4  F O R M A T  ( 1  H O , 5 X , 4 ( E  1  3 . 4  )  )  
G O  T O  3 0 0  
2  0 M E G 2 = D T * A L 0 A D  
Y E T A 2 = D T * A C 0 N C  
G A M A 2 = D T * A T G A S  
S I G M 2 = D T * A T S 0 L  
W = W N + 0 . 5 * 0 M E C 2  
Y  =  Y N  +  0 .  ' 5 c  Y E T A 2  
T = T N + 0 . 5 * G A M A 2  
T S = T S N + 0 . 5 * S I C X 2  
I F  ( W )  8 2 , 8 2 , 8 4  
8 4  I F  ( T S )  8 2  ,  8 2  , 8 5  
8 5  I F  ( Y - 1 . 0 )  6 2 , 8 2 , 8 2  
6 2  W R I T E  O U T P U T  T A P E  2  ,  9 5 , W , Y , T , T S  
J  =  3  
9 5  F O R M A T  { 1  H O , 1 0 X , A ( F  1 3 . 4 )  )  
G O  T O  3 0 0  
3  0 M E G 3 = D T t A L 0 A D  
Y E T A 3 = D T * A G 0 N C  
G A M A 3 = 0 T & A T G A S  
S  I G M 3  =  D T « A T S 0 L  
W = W N + 0 W E G 3  
Y = Y N + Y E T A 3  
T = T N + G A M A 3  
T S = T S N + S I G K 3  
I F I W )  8 2 , 8 2 , 8  6  
8 6  I F ( T S ) 8 2 , 8 2 , 6 0  
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